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On the Birkhoff approach to classical mechanics 
Marcelo H Kobayashi and Waldyr M Oliva 
Abstract:The notion of Birkhoffian allows the introduc-
tion of the intrinsic concepts of reversibility, reciprocity, reg-
ularity, affine structure in the accelerations, conservation of 
energy, as well as the Principie of Gibbs-Appell on the en-
ergy of the accelerationo The Birkhoff systems generalize the 
Lagrangian systems either regular or not, being possible to 
provide an externaI characterization for the Iatter within this 
framework: the so called inverse problem of Lagrangian me-
chanicso It is also possible to introduce, in a natural manner, 
the notion of constrained Birkhoff systems beyond the clas-
sical affine constraintso Symmetry and reduction as well as 
conservation of volume are analyzed for constrained and un-
constrained Birkhoff systemso 
1 Introd uction 
Let us consider a Lagrangian system of equations (see Abraham & Marsden 
(1978)) 
Qf(q,q,ii):=~~~ -~~ =0, i=l,ooo,n, (1) 
corresponding to an autonomous C 2-Lagrangian function L = L(q, q) o We point 
out the following properties of the left hand si de of such equationso 
i) . They define a second order system of ordinary differential equations (may be 
in implicit quasi-linear form) 
QL( o 00) 0_ 82 L ooj 82 L oj 8L _ O 
j q,q,q 0- 8qj 8qi q + 8qj 8qi q - 8qi - , 
ii) Under the so called Legendre condition, that is, 
( 82L ) det 8gj 8gi i= O everywhere , 
i = 1, o o o, n, (2) 
(3) 
the Lagrangian L is regular (Abraham & Marsden (1978)) and the system 
in i) can be solved for ij; so one obtains, in the neighborhood of each point 
(qO, qo, iio) , a system in explicit form 
°oi hi( O) q = q,q, i = 1, o o o,n, (4) 
Remark that regularity means det (ââ~f ) i= O, everywhereo 
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iii) The left hand sides Qf(q, g, ij), i = 1, . .. , n, have covariant character. In 
fact, let ij = (q') be another system of position coordinates and construct, 
analogously, the functions 
- L -L'" QI = Qdij, ij, ij), 1= 1, ... , n. 
After a C 2 change of coordinates given by qk = qk (ij1, ... , qn), k = 1, ... , n, 
one obtains 
- L L &qi 
QI =Qi &ijl' i,l=l, ... ,n, (5) 
with the right hand sides being functions of (ij, q, q) through the "natural" 
transformation: 
(6) 
j,k,r= 1, .. . ,n 
. ) Th L . t QL ( . ..).- d ôL ôL - O . - 1 . " IV e agranglan sys em i q, q, q .- di: ôq' - ôq' - ,l - , ... , n, IS con-
servative" in the sense that the "work" (f~ Q1 dqi) done along a piecewise 
C1 path AC = (q(t), g(t)) by the functions Qf(q, g, ij) is independent of the 
path taken, and so it depends only upon the values of (ql, ... , qfl, gl, ... , gn) 
at A and C. In other words, the Lagrangian system (1) satisfies the "Prin-
cipIe of the conservation of energy" . . 
The quantity 
E ( ').- &L' i L L q, q .- âgi q - (7) 
is the "energy" of L and is conserved along any path defined by a solution 
q(t) of (1). 
In 1927, G.D. Birkhoff, is his celebrated book Dynamical Systems (seI:' Birkhoff 
(1927)) extended the properties i) to iii) to a (not necessarily Lagrangian) system 
of second differential order equations 
Q i ( q, g, ij) = O, i = 1, ... , n, (8) 
with a physical interpretation for the n functions Qi as "generalized forces" and 
Qi(q, q, q)dqi as an "elementary work" done by these forces. Following Birkhoff, 
the generalized forces are assumed to have the covariant character, that is, 
_ &qi 
Q, = Qi &ij" i, 1= 1, ... , n, (9) 
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for any natural change of coordinates of type (6). Regularity means, as above, 
det (~ ) :f:. O, everywhere. If, moreover, these forces satisfy the PrincipIe of the 
conservation of energy (iv), in the sense that the work (J~ Qjdqj) done, along 
a piecewise C 1 path , by the generalized forces Qi(q, q, ij) , is independent of the 
path, then (8) is called a conservative system.1 Birkhoff gave also another char-
acterization for the principIe of conservation of the energy through a fundamenta.! 
identity (see Birkhoff (1927) , p .16, equation (4)). 
In Birkhoff (1927) it is also introduced the notions of reversibility 
Qi(q, q, ij) = Qi(q , -q , ij), 
and "affine" generalized forces, that is, 
Qi(q, q, ij) = aij(q, q)ijj + bi(q, q), i ,j = 1, ... , n ; (10) 
it is defined the "PrincipIe ofreciprocity" characterized by the symmetry condition 
aij(q , q) = aji(q,q), i,j = 1, .. . ,n, (11) 
and it is considered from (la) those forces Qi for which 
aij =aij(q) , i,j=l, ... ,n. (12) 
Moreover; he proved that most of these notions do not depend on the "natural 
coordinates" (q , q, ij) used in their definitions, that is, they are invariant under the 
transformations given in (6) . 
Finally, Birkhoff considered the so called "in verse problem of Lagrangian me-
chanics" by giving an externaI characterization for regular and non-singular (in 
his terminology) Lagrangian systems, that is, systems defined by the nowadays 
called "classical Lagrangians": 
1 . . 
L = 29;j(q)4'(? - U(q) (13) 
with det(9ij(q» :f:. O everywhere (see Theorem 3 in the present paper). 
After the seminal work of Smale in Smale (1970a) and Smale (1970b) and 
the publication of a series of books like those by Godbillon (1969), Abraham & 
Marsden (1978), Arnold (1989), Gallavotti (1983), Marsden (1992), Marsden & 
Ratiu (1999) and Oliva (2002) among others, the subject of Geometric Mechanics 
became more and more well posed and popular. In the present paper we come back 
to the Birkhoff approach to classical mechanics presenting all his ideas from the 
1 Remark made by Birkhoff in Birkhoff (1927) , p . 4: "I presented the results here obtained at 
the Chicago Colloquium in 1920. The following treatment of the Principie of the conservation 
of energy differs essentially from any other which I have seen" . 
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viewpoint of differential geometry and proving new results which wiII be discussed 
in the sequeI. 
As we will see in §2, given a smooth, connected n-dimensional manifold M, one 
starts byconsidering the tangent bundles (TM, M, 1M) and (T(TM), TM , 7'J'M) . 
The 2-jets manifold J2(M) is a 3n-dimensional submanifold of T(TM) defined as 
J2(M) = {z E T(TM) I7'J'M(Z) = T1M( Z)} , 
T1M being the tangent map of 1M. 
Call TJ := 7'J'MIJ2(M) = T1MIJ2(M). The second order vector fields Y on TM 
are such that T1M(Yv) = v, for all v E TM, so any such Y has values on J2(M) 
and we can identify any second order vector field with a cross section X of the 
bundle TJ : J2(M) --+ TM because Y = i o X , where i : J2(M) --+ T(TM) is the 
canonical inclusion. 
A local system of coordinates (U, q), q = (ql , . .. , qn), for M induces natural 
local coordinates (1M o T)"J 1 (U); q, q, ij) for J2(M). 
A Birkhaffian (see §3) is a special Pfaffian form w on j2(M) such that in the 
natural local coordinates is written as w = Qi (q, q, ij)dqi. One can show that 
(j2(M), TM, TJ) is an affine bundle and a Birkhoflian w induces a morphism w 
from (J2(M) , TM, TJ) into the cotangent bundle (T*M, M, TM) (see Proposition 
2). When w restricted to each fiber is an afline map we say that the Birkhoffian 
w is affine. Any Birkhoflian w induces also a map w (see Proposition 4) such that 
to each z E j2(M) , w(z) is a bilinear map defined on TpM in the following way: 
where v = TJ(Z), P = 1M(V), up, w p E TpM and Àvup is the vertical lifting of 
up E TpM to T v(TM). In natural local coordinates, if w = Qi(q,q,ij)dqi and 
_iÔ() _ i Ô () h up - U ô q' P, w p - W ôq' P, we ave 
- ( )( ) _ aQi ( . ") j i W Z Up,Wp - -a'" q, q, q u w. qJ 
When w(z) is symmetric for all Z E J2(M), w is said to satisfy the Principie af 
reciprocity, that is, ~ = W, Vi, j = 1, . .. , n, in natural local coordinates. 
When w(z) is non-degenerate (as a bilinear form) for alI z E j2(M) , that is, 
det (~) =t O everywhere in natural local coordinates, w is said to be regular 
provided that for each v E TM, there exists z E T;l(V) such that w(z) = O. 
The Principie af the conservatian of energy is introduced for a Birkhoffian w 
(see Definition 13) and it is shown that w is conservative if and only if there exists 
a smooth function Ew : TM --+ IR (the energy of w) such that 
(X*w)Y = dEw(Y) 
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for all second order vector field Y = i o X on TM. That is equivalent , in natural 
local coordinates, to the identity 
Q.( . .. ) .i _ aEw.i aEw ··i 
, q, q, q q - aqi q + agi q (see Proposition 5). 
Any smooth Lagrangian function L : TM -+ ]R defines a Birkhoftian W L that 
satisfies the principIe of reciprocity, is aftine and is the unique Birkhoftian such 
that 
X*WL = iyd(dvL) + d(Z(L) - L) 
for all second order vector field Y = i o X on TM. Here Z(L) - L is the energy of 
WL where Z is the Liouville vector field, defined by Z(v) = Àv(v) E Tv(TM) for 
all v E TM. In natural local coordinates one can write 
d aL aL . 
WL = (-d -a·· - -a . )dq' t q' q' 
so W L is regular if, and only if, L is a regular Lagrangian. 
The paper follows with a concrete Example 1 corresponding to the equations 
modelling the ftight of rigid airplane. It is not conservative, in general, so does not 
fit into the Lagrangian formalismo AIso, it has an implicit character and cannot 
be included in to the general Godbillon approach (see Remark 5) . Thus, in a sense, 
Birkhoff formalism extends nOt only the Lagrangian and Godbillon approaches bu t 
also includes many mathematical-physical models (conservative or not) involving 
implicit second order equations. 
The notion of normal Birkoftian (see Definition 9 and Example 2) includes 
cIassical Lagrangian systems (kinetic energy minus potential energy) . 
The Gibbs and Gibbs-Appell functions as well as the Gibbs-Appell principie 
are also introduced in the context of Birkhoff systems (see Definition 12) . These 
concepts are usually associated with constrained mechanical systems, where it 
provides a sim pie form for deriving the equations of motion. Their derivation goes 
back to the works of Gibbs (Gibbs (1879)) and Appell (Appell (1900b) , Appell 
(1900a)) . It can be found in classical texts as Pars (1965) and more recently they 
have been generalized to regular Lagrangian systems within a geometric framework 
in Lewis (1996) (see also the references therein). 
The principIe of the conservation of energy is completely described and char-
acterized locally as well as globally. The Birkhoftian W = W L defined by a smooth 
Lagrangian has its main properties showed in Proposition 7. The PrincipIe of 
determinism holds for any regular Birkhoftian (see Theorem 1). 
The inverse problem of the Lagrangian mechanics is the search for necessary 
and sufticient conditions for a Birkhoftian W to be equal to a Birkhoftian W L cor-
responding to a Lagrangian function L. This problem has known a long history, 
dating back to Helmholtz. The reader is referred to Anderson & Thompson (1992) 
and the references therein for a throughout treatment on the subject. The main 
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ingredient of the modem treatment is the so called variational bicomplex of dif-
ferential forms on the infinite jet bundle of some fibred manifold 7r : E -+ M. 
Roughly speaking, one of the differentials in the variational bicomplex may be 
identified with the Euler-Lagrange operator, while the other differential provides 
the intrinsic characterization ofthe Helmholtz conditions (see also Massa & Pagani 
(1994») . However, following Birkhoff's ideas we propose to give a simpler exter-
naI characterization of Lagrangian systems. The case of a classical Lagrangian is 
developed in Theorems 2 and 3 and the general Lagrangian case is considered in 
Theorem 5. The first case is related with the property of an associated Gibbs-
Appell function and the more general case with the dassical Helmholtz conditions 
(see Definition 14) whose geometrical (intrinsic) meaning is also described (see 
Theorem 4). We also deal with the extension of the dassical Liouville's Theorem 
to the non-conservative case (see Remark 10). 
In section 4, we extend the notion of Birkhoff systems to constrained Birkhoff 
systems. The constraint is defined as an affine sub-bundle of the affine bundle 
J2(M). The PrincipIe of d'Alembert-Birkhoffis introduced (see Definition 19) and 
the existence and uniqueness for regular constrained systems (see Definition 18) is 
proved in Theorem 6. The Gauss PrincipIe of least constraint is also introduced in 
the context of constrained Birkhoff systems (see Definition 21) and the equivalence 
for affine and syrrimetric Birkhoffians between this principIe and the d' Alembert-
Birkhoff principie is proved in Proposition 12. The n~tion of reaction field is 
also introduced (seé Definition 20) . The constrained inverse problem is proved 
in Corollary 2. We dose this section with a proof of the Liouville theorem for 
dassical affine constraints and dassical Lagrangian systems. 
The last part of the paper concerns the study of symmetry and reduction of 
Birkhoff systems. The action of aLie group G, the momentum mapping and 
the implications for the symmetry and reduction of Birkhoff systems arealso 
considered . A version ofthe Noether theorem is proved (see Proposition 13) for 
Birkhoff systems admitting a momentum mapping, generalizing the Lagrangian 
situation and can be effected even in the non-conservative case (see Proposition 16 
and the concrete example that follows, which considers the rigid body model of an 
artificial satellite orbiting around the Earth under the influence of the gravity and 
drag, only). We also give a characterization for the concept of Lagrangian function 
invariant under the tangent adion (see Theorem 10). The paper ends with a 
generalization to constrained Birkhoff systems of the symmetry and reduction 
procedures developed for the unconstrained Birkhoff systems. 
2 P reliminaries 
Let M be a smooth finite-dimensional differentiable connected manifold, dim M = 
n, and 7'M : TM -+ M, TM : T*M -+ M denote the tangent and cotangent bundles of 
M, respectively. If (U, ql, . . . , qn) is a local coordinate system in U C M, then q; : 
TU = T-1(U) -+]R defined as qi(v) = dgi(v) for ali v E TU enable us to construct 
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natural local coordinates (TU, ql o 1M: , ... , qn o 1M: , Ijl, . .. , Ijn). For simplicity we 
write (TU, q, Ij) with the identification qi ~ qi o 1M:. Analogously, using 1'J'M : 
T(TM) :-t TM, one can construct natural local coordinates for T(TM): (T(TU) = 
TT~OTM1(U); q01'J'M , Ij01'J'M, dq, dlj), where dqi means dTM qi and dli means dTMlji. 
AIso, for simplicity, we keep denoting this last natural system of coordinates by 
(T(TU); q, Ij, dq, dlj). 
Denoting by T1M: the tangent map of 1M: we obtain the following "rhombic" 
commutative diagram: 
T(TM) 
7~ 
TM TM 
~/-
M 
In natural local coordinates we set 
T(TM) 
T(TM) 
TTM) TM or (q, Ij, dq, dlj) -+ (q, dq) 
TTM) TM or (q, Ij, dq, dlj) -+ (q, Ij) 
2.1 The vertical vector bundle 
For each v E TM, define the vector space 
Vv(M) = {ç ETv(TM) I (T1M:(v» ç = O}, 
to be the set of tangent vertical vectors at v E TM . So, it is well defined the 
vector bundle V(M) .!!..t TM where p = 1'J'Mlv(M) and p-l(V) = Vv(M) for each 
v ETM . 
In natural coordinates (q , Ij, dq, dlj) ofT(TM), V(M) is defined by dq = 0, that 
is , the elements ofV(M) are given, locally, in natural coordinates, by (q,q,O,dlj). 
The elements of the n-dimensional vector space V v (M) are called the tangent 
vertical vectors at v E TM . 
2.1.1 The Liouville vector-field Z on TM 
The Liouville vector-field is the vector field Z on TM defined by 
Z(v) = Àvv E Tv(TM) 
where Àvv is the verticallifting (see, for example, Marle (1995» of v E TTMeV) M 
to Tv (TM). The (natural) local expression of the Liouville vector field at v E TM 
is Z(v) = Iji(v) â~' (v), where, unless otherwise stated , we use the summation 
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convention throughout. On. the other hand the flow of Z through (q,4) E TM 
satisfies the ODE: * = O, * = q, with initial conditions q(O) = qo and 4(0) = 40 . 
So, q(t) = qo and q(t) = qoe t . In other words, Z generates the one parameter group 
of homotheties of TM and vanishes on the zero section of TM and only there. 
2.2 The 2-jets manifold J2(M) 
Let us introduce, now the following 3n-dimensional manifold 
J2(M) = {z E T(TM) I1TM(Z) = TTM(Z)} 
Restricting 1TM and TTM to J2(M) one obtains, TJ := 1TMIJ2(M) = TTMIJ2 (M). 
That is, we have the following commutative diagram: 
J2(M) 
TTMI7. ~J2(M) 
TM Id .. TM 
~~ 
M 
We also define 13 = 13M : J2(M) -+ M by f3(z) := (TM o 1TM)(Z) for alI z E J2(M). 
In natural local coordinates the elements of J2 (M) are of the form (q, i], q, di]) , 
because (q,dq) = (q ,4). We denote by ij := dqIJ2(M). The cross sections (resp. 
local cross sections) of TJ : J2(M) -+ TM are identified with the so called second 
order vector fields (resp. local second order vector fields). Recall that any vector 
field Y on TM is a second order vector field if and only if TTM (Yv ) = v for 
alI v E TM . Also, for any cross section X of TJ : J2(M) -+ TM there is a 
uni que second order vector field Y on TM which satisfies Y = i o X, where 
i : J2(M) -+ T(TM) is the canonical embedding. In local natural coordinates a 
second order vector field can be represented as 
Y ·i 8 .. i( .) 8 
=q -8 . +q q,q -8··· 
q' .q' 
For the sake of simplicity, we may also write 
Y ·i 8 .j 8 
=q-8·+ q -8··· q' q' 
The vertical space Vv(M) acts transitively on T;l(V). Indeed, if ç E V,,(M) 
and z E J;(M), one uses the sum of Tv (TM) to construct ç + z E J;(M). In fact , 
in local natural coordinates we have 
(q(v), q(v), O, dlj(ç» + (q(v), i](v), q(z), di](z» = (q(v), q(v), q(z), dlj(z + Ç». 
It is easy to check the axioms of an affine space: 
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1. Ç1 + (6 + z) = (6 +6) + z, 6,6 E Vv(M), z E J;(M); 
2. 0+ z = z, for all z E J;(M); 
3. given z, z E J;(M), there exists a unique ç E V v (M) such that z + ç = z. 
Proposition 1. rJ : J2 (M) -t TM is an ajJine bundle, modelled by the vertical 
vector bundle p : VeM) -t TM (see Goldschmidt (1967) and Lewis (1996)). 
Definition 1. Let f : N -t N be a smooth map of manífolds; we define the ajJine 
bundle morphism J2 f: P(N) -t P(R) by: 
J2 fez) = T 2 fez) 
for aIl z E P(N). 
3 Birkhoff systems 
Looking at the diagram 
J2(M) ~ TM TM) M 
the mapping f3 = 1M o rJ : J2(M) -t M is a smooth fibration. 
Definition 2. A Birkhoffian of the configuration space M is a smooth PfajJian 
form W on P(M) such lhat, for any p E M, we have i;w = O, where ip : f3-1(p) -t 
J2 (M) is lhe embedding of the submanifold f3-1 (p) in lo J2 (M). The pair (M, w) 
is said to be a Birkhoff system. 
From the last definition it follows that, in natural local coordinates (q, q, ij) of 
J2(M) (ij represents dqIJ2(M))' a Birkhoffian w is given by w = Q;(q,q,ij)dqi. 
Proposition 2. A BirkhojJian w of the configuration space M induces a smooth 
morphism w between ajJine bundles such that the following diagram is commuta-
tive: 
w 
J2(M) ~ T*M 
TJ j j TM 
TM >M 
1M 
Proof. Let Z E J2(M), v = rJ(z) and p = 1M(V). For any wp E TpM one defines 
wp(wp) := wz(J-lz) where J-lz E T zJ2(M) is any vector such that f3*(z)(J-lz) = wp' 
wp is well defined because, if j1z E T z J2 (M) also satisfies f3* (z )(j1z) = wp = 
f3.(z)(J-lz), one sees that f3*(z) (j1z - J-lz) = O, that is, j1z - J-lz is tangent to f3-1(p) 
at Z E f3-1(p). 80 w z(j1z - J-lz) = O and then wz(j1z) = wz(J-lz). O 
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Remark 1. Given a Bírkhoff system (M,w), then , for each cross section X of 
J2(M), we have (X*w)ç = W(X)(T7MÇ), for alI vector fields ç on TM. Indeed, in 
local natural coordinates (q,q , ij), if X(q,q) = (q , q,qx), then 
(X*w)ç = Qi(q, q, ijx)çi = W(X)(T7MÇ) 
where c = Ó..Ê... + ciL. 
<" <" 8q' <" 8q' 
Definition 3. The differential system D(w) associated to a Birkhoffian w of M 
(see Oliva (1970)) is the set (may be empty) given by 
D(w):= {z E J2(M) I w(z) = O}. 
Let I be an open interval ofIR. Any smooth curve </J : t E 1>-+ </J(t) E M defines 
a lifting Ir (TJ) : I -+ J2(M). 
A motion of w is a smooth curve </J whose lifting to J2(M) has image contained 
in D(w). 
Locally, in natural coordinates, if w = Q;dqi , the differential system D(w) is 
characterized by the following implicit system of second order ODE: 
Qi(q = </J(t) , q = ~(t), ij = ~(t)) = O 
for all i = 1, ... , n , and motions of w are the ~olutions q = </J(t) of the implicit 
system of ODE above . 
Definition 4. A Birkhoff vector field associated to a Birkhoffian w of the configu-
ration space M is a smoothsecond order vector field Y = i o X, X : TM -+ J2 (M) 
such that Im X C D(w), that is, whose base curves on M are motions of w, or 
equivalently, if X*w = O. Analogously, one defines the notion of local Bírkhoff 
vector-fields. 
Definition 5. A Birkhoffian w is regular íf w(z) is non-degenerate for all z E 
J2(M) and for each v E TM, there exists z E Til(V) such that w(z) = O. 
Locally, this means that 
det [~~~ (q , q, q)] # O 
qJ i,j=l, ... ,n 
and for each (q, q), there exists ij such that Qi(q , q, ij} = O, i = 1, .. . , n . Note that 
the Birkhoftian w = é dx of IR is such that det [~] = é' # O, but is not regular, 
since there is no (x, X, x) E J2(IR) such that Q(x, X, x) = O. In other words, we 
can not dispense with the second requirement in the previous definítion. 
Lemma 1. Let (E, 1111) be a Banach space and f : U -+ E a C1-mapping defined 
on an open convex set U C E. lf for all v E U the derivative Df(v) E End(E) lS 
injective, then there exists at most one v E E such that f(v) = O. 
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Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that there are two distinct points Vo, Vl E E, 
such that f(vo) = f(vd = O. Given a continuous linear fllnctional 'f E E' , we 
define the smooth function g<p : [0 , 1] -t IR as follows 
By Rolle 's Theorem and a corollary of the Hanh-Banach Theorem (see Corol-
lary 2, p. 108 in Yosida (1980)), there is a sequence ('fi), i E N of continuous 
linear functionals and a sequence of vectors (Wi), i E N satisfying 
II'fill = 1 & 'fi(W;) = O, i = O, ... , 
'fo(w) = IlwII & 'fi(Wi-!l = IIwi-lll, í = 1, ... , 
and 
Wi = Df(V1Ci + (1 - Ci)VO) . w. 
with , Ci E]O, 1[, for all i E N. By compactness of the unit interval, there is a 
converging subsequence Ci k E]O, 1[, k E N, say Ci k -t c E [0,1]; smoothness of f 
yields 
whence 
Thus , 
tU = Df(V1C+ (1- c)uo)' W = ° 
which contradicts the hypothesis of Df being injective everywhere on U and the 
proof is complete. O 
Theorern 1 (The principIe oI' deterrninisrn). lf a Birkhoffian W of 1\1 IS 
regular, then it satisfies the principie of determinism, that is, tllere exists a unique 
Birkhoff vector field Y = i o X associated to w such that Im X = D(w). 
Proof. Applying Lemma 1 to the local representative of w restricted to each fiber 
of TJ : J2(M) -t TM, (Qdq, q, '), ... , Qn(q , q, .») : ]R" -t IR n , yields a unique z 
in Definition 5; then, by using the Implicit Function Theorem locally in natural 
coordinates to the system of ODE Qi(q, q, ij) = 0, i = 1, ... , n, we see that D(ú.:) is 
locally equivalent to a smooth second order system of ODE in normal form, that 
is, of the type 
for ali i = 1, ... , n. The existence and uniqueness of the solution as well as the 
clifferentiable dependence of solutions with respect to initial conditions , show the 
existence and uniqueness of a Birkhoff vector field Y = i o X such that Im X = 
D(w). O 
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Let p : TM -+ TM be the mapping TM :3 V f-t -v E TM. Besides the 
mapping between affine bundles w defined above, we may also define the map-
ping w : J2(M) -+ T*M, between affine bundles, making the following diagram 
commutative: 
w 
J2(M) .. T*M 
porJ j j rM 
TM >M 
'TM 
Definition 6. A Birkhoffian W of the configuration space M is said to be a re-
versible 01' to satisfy the principIe of reversibility if w = W. 
In local coordinates this condition is equivalent to Qi (q, 1], ij) = Qi (q, -I], ij), 
and from this we obtain, 
Proposition 3. Let (M, w) be a Birkhoff system with a reversible Birkhoffian w 
and let c(t) be an integral curve of a Birkhoff vector field Y. Then, p o c( -t) is 
also an integral curve of Y. Thus, F -t (x) = p( Ft (p( x))), where Ft is the fiow of 
Y. 
Proposition 4. A Birkhoffian w of the configuration space M induces a smooth 
morphism w between fibres bundles such that the following diagram is commutative 
w 
J2(M) > Tg(M) 
TJ I I (r~)M 
TM >M 
1M 
where Tg(M) = UPEM Tg(TpM) is the smooth vector bundle of bilinear forms on 
TM. 
Proof. Let z E J2(M), v = TJ(Z) and p = 'TM{v). For any pair of vectors up , wp E 
TpM one defines 
w(z)( up, w p) := : {[w (z + t>.vup)] w p} l 
t ft=o 
where >'vup is the verticallifting of up to Tv{TM). It is easy to check that w{z) 
is bilinear. O 
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In natural coordinates, taking up = ui a~' Ip and wp = w i a~' Ip we can write 
for w = Q;dq;: 
8Qil .. w(z)(up , w p ) = -... uJw' 
8qJ z:=(q(z) ,q(z) ,(j(z ) ) 
Definition 7 (The principIe of reciprocity). A Birkhoffian w satisfies the 
principie of reciprocity if w(z) is symmetric for all z E J2(M). 
Locally, this means that 
for ali i, j = 1, .. . , n. 
Definition 8. A Birkhoffian w is said to be affine with respect to accelerations if 
the induced morphism w restricted to each fibre of TJ : J2 (M) -t TM is an affine 
map. 
To write the local expression of a Birkhoffian affine with respect to accelera-
tions , we start by fixing a second order vector field 5 : TM -t J2 (M). To say that 
w is an affine map when restricted to each fibre of TJ : J2(M) -t TM, means that 
there exists a smooth map 
such that for each z E TJ 1(V) we have 
w(z) = w(S(v» + Sv(z - S(v». ( 14) 
In local natural coordinates, if z = (q,q , (j), S(v) = (q,q,q) and aij(q,q) is 
the matrix of Sv with respect to the basis (8/8rji)v and (dqi)TM(V) of Vv(M) anel 
T;M (V) M, respectively, we can write (14) in coordinates: 
or 
where 
bi(q , q) = Qi(q , rj, q) - aij (q , q)qj 
B:rample 1. In its generality, Birkhoff systems define second order implicit differ-
ential equations , which finel applications in , for example, flight dynamics , extremai 
problem from singularity theory anel elynamical inequalities occurring in control 
theory (see LeMasurier (2001) anel Davydov (1995) for the latter two) . 
As a eonerete example, eonsider the model equations of a rigid airplane moving 
through a quieseent meelium. Assuming a flat , stationary Earth, the configuration 
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space is the Euclidean group SE(3) = SO(3)®]R3. In local coordinates given 
by a normal Cartesian coordinate system attached to the surface of the Earth 
(XE,YE,ZE) E ]R3, the standard aeronautical Euler angles (<p,O,'Ij;) E]O,271'[x]-
71'/2, 71'/2[ x ]0, 271'[ called bank, elevation and azimuth, respectively, (u, v, w) E IR3 
the components of the velocity vector along the body axis, (p, g, r) E ]R3 the 
rolI, pitch and yaw rates, respectively, and (ü,v,w,p,q,r) E]R6 with an obvious 
meaning we obtain: Wu = Qifi, i = 1, .. . ,6, with U C J 2 (SE(3)) the open set 
corresponding to the image of the domain of the above local coordinates, the Qi 
given in the following way: 
• Translational dynamics 
Q1 X-mgsinO-m(it+gw-rv) 
Q2 Y - mg cos O sin <p - m( v + ru - pw) 
Q3 Z - mg cos ecos <p - m( w + pv - gu) 
where X, Y and Z are the components of the resultant of the aerodynamical 
and thrust forces along the body axis, m is the mass of the. aírplane assumed 
to be constant, 9 is the acceleration of the gravity; 
• Attitude dynamics 
Q4 L - lxp + lzx(r + pg) + (ly - lz)gr 
Qs M - lyq + Izx(r2 - p2) + (Iz - lx)rp 
Q6 N - lzr + lzx(p + gr) + (Ix - ly)pg 
where L, M and N are the rolI, pitch and yaw aerodynamical and thrust 
moments, respectively, and lij, i, j = x, y, Z denote the components of the · 
inertia tensor with respect to the body axis. Here (i, i = 1, ... , 6, are 
(1 cos ecos 'lj;dxE + cos e sin 'lj;dYE - sin OdZE 
(2 (sin<psinecos'lj; - cos4>sin'lj;)dxE + 
(sin <p sin O sin 'Ij; + cos <p cos 'Ij; )dYE + sin <p cos edzE 
(3 ( cos <p sin Ocos 'Ij; + sin 4> sin 'Ij; ) dx E + 
(cos <p sin e sin 'Ij; - sin <p cos 'Ij; )dYE + cos <p cos Odz E 
(4 d<P - d'lj; sin O 
(s dO cos <p + d'lj; cos e sin 4> 
(6 = d'lj; cos ecos <p - dO sin <p. 
Note that the coordinate system (XE,YE,ZE,<P,O,'Ij;,u,v,w,p,g,r,ü,v,w,p,q,r) 
for the manifold J2(SE(3)) is not a natural local coordinate system. In classical 
literature, "non natural" coordinates are often referred to as quasi-coordinates 
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(see, for example, Pars (1965)). Yet, this prefix is a little misleading, since in 
general , any local coordinate for J2 (M) is valid whether natural or quasi and in 
some cases, as in present example, the latter may facilitate the writing of and the 
computations vúth the equations of motion. 
The aerodynamic forces and moments are very hard to estimate in general. 
However, in many applications, these forces and moments are assumed to be 
functions ofposition, velocity and also acceleration. For example, it is common to 
assume that the lift force is a function of the airplane speed, the angle of attack 
a, the pitch rate g, the altitude ZE, some cont.rol variables and also of à. Because 
tan a x = ujw, with a x = a + constant, we conclude that even for this elementary 
model , the system is an implicit second order system of differential equations . 
Since these forces and moments depend on the acceleration and are non con-
servative, problems of this type do not fit into the Lagrangian formalism (it is not 
conservative in general). AIso, since they have an implicit. character, which may 
not be quasi-linear, they can not be included into the general approach put forward 
by Godbillon (see Remark 5). Thus, in a sense, the Birkhoff approach extends 
the Lagrangian approach to many mathematical-physical models (conservative or 
not) involving implicit second order differential equations. 
We saw that , for each z E J2(M) , w(z) is a bilinear form of T~(TpM) where 
p = t1(z) = ('T'M o TJ)(Z). 
Definition 9. A Birkhoffian w of the configuration space M is said to be normal 
ifw is constant along the t1 -fibres, that is, if WliJ-l (p) is constant, for each p E M . 
Note that, when w is normal , w defines a unique section gw E T:?(M) of (T~)M : 
Tg(l'vl) --+ M; in fact , if p EM: gw(p) := w(z), for any z E /3-1 (p). 
If, in natural coordinates, w is locally written as w = Qi (q , q, g)dqi, the fact 
that w is normal means that ~(q , q , q) = aij(g) , that is, ~ depends only on 
q=(gl , ... , qn) . 
Example 2. If the configuration space M has the structure of a pseudo-Riemannian 
manifold 
(M, (, )g) , 
the function T = ~(- , .)g : TM --+ ~ is called the kinetic energy; given a smooth 
potential function U : M --+ ~, the Lagrangian function L = T - U o TM is called a 
classical Lagrangian and the corresponding Birkhoffian w L is normal with respect 
to the t1-fibres. 
Definition 10 (The Gibbs function). Given a Birkhoffian w of the configu-
ration space M and a fixed smooth second order vector fi eld S on TM, the Gibbs 
function for the data (w, S): 
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is the smooth function given by 
1 Q5(z) = 2w(z)(x,x) 
where s = S(v), V = TJ(Z) and X E TpM, p = 7'M(v) being the unique vector such 
that Àvx = Z - s. 
Definition 11 (The Gibbs-Appell function). Let w and S be as above, fix a 
vertical section e : TM -)- V(M) and consider the data (w, S, e). Let Z E J2(M) 
and define the bilinear form G( z) : V" (M) x V v (M) -)- IR by 
where v = TJ(Z), X, Y E TpM, p = 7'M(v) and À"x = 'fi, ÀvY = (. The Gibbs-Appell 
function associated to (w, S, e) has the following definition, for all Z E J2 (M): 
f(z) := Q5(z) + G(z)(ev, z - S(v», v = TJ(Z). 
Definition 12 (The Gibbs-Appell principIe). A Birkhoff vector field Y 
i o X, X : TM -)- J2(M), associated to a BirkhojJian w (Im X C D(w» satisfies 
the Gibbs-Appell principIe corresponding to the data (w, S, e) iJ, for aU v E TM, 
Y(v) is a stationary point of the Gibbs-Appell function of (w,S,e) restricted to 
T;l(v). 
3.1 The principIe of the conservation of energy 
Lemma 2. Given two vectors u, v E TM there exists a piecewise smooth path2 , : 
[0 , 1]-+ M such that 7'M(u) = ,(O), 7'M(v) = ,(I) and ~(O) = u and ~(1) = v. 
Proaf. Since M is connected, TM is also connected and it suffices to show the result 
for TIR n, with normal Cartesian coordinates (qi, qi). Denote by (qo = q ( u), qo = 
q(u)) and (ql = q(V),ql = q(v». Then, it is enough to consider for the path 
,~(t) = qi (/(t» the Hermite interpolating polynomial: 
for all t E [0,1]. Now, for a general interval [to, tl] one considers the re-paramete-
rÍzation t >-+ .!.=la.... O t,-to 
Lemma 3. Let E be a Cl-function an TM. Then, E is constant an TM, if and 
anly if dE(Y) = 0, for all second order vector fields Yon TM. 
2We say a continuous path 'Y : [O,IJ -+ M is piecewise smooth ir it is eco for ali but a finite 
number of points in the unit interval. 
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Proof. If E is constant, then dE = O. Conversely, assume dE(Y) = 0, for all 
second order vector fields Y on TM. Given two vectors u , v E TM, let "I be a 
piecewise smooth path connecting u to v, that is, "1(0) = 7ivI(U), "1(1) = 7N1(V), 
Td"Y I = u and ~71 = v, which by Lemma 2 always exists. Let to E [0,1] be 
1 1=0 t =1 
a point of regularity of "I. Then , 
d [(Ti)] (TT"I) (Ti) dt E Tt(t o) = dE dt Tt(t o) = dE[Y Tt(t o) ] = ° 
where Y is some germ of second order vector field on TM such that Y (~7 (to)) = 
ft~(to). So , by continuity E is constant along ~I and so E(u) = E(v). O 
Let w be a Birkhoffian of a smooth manifold M. Given a pair of vectors 
u, v E TM and any piecewise smooth pathjoining these two vectors, "I : [0,1] -+ M , 
let ° = ti < .. , < tN~ = 1 be a partition ofthe unitary interval where I is smooth 
on its cells, the sum 
N -1 ~ 11;+1 T T-v* 
W"y(11,v)=L . dtdt w 
i =1 t, 
is called the total work from 11 to v over i. 
Definition 13. A Birkhoffian w of M is said to be conservative or to satisfy the 
PrincipIe of the conservation of energy I if for any pair of vectors 11, v E TM the 
total work from u to v does not depend on the piecewise smooth path connecting 
them. 
Remark 2. Consider a conservative Birkhoffian w. For a fixed u E TM one defines 
a work W" such that W,,(v), for ali v E TM, is the total work done between lL 
and v. Given li, v, W E TM one has W,,(v) + Wv (w) = WuCw), 80 (W" - Wv ) is a 
constant. 
Proposition 5. A Birkhoffian w of M is conservative if and only if there e,rists a 
smooth function Ew : TM -+ IR: (called energy ofw) such that (X*w)Y = dEw(Y) 
for all second order vector fi elds Y = i o X on TM. 
Proof. We start by observing that the condition (X' w) Y = dEw (Y) for ali second 
order vector fields Y = i o X on TM implies that on each local natural coordinate 
system, the fundamental identity (see Birkhoff (1927), p.16, equation (4)): 
Q ( ''')'i _ ÔEw'i ÔEw"i i g, g, g g - ôgi g + ôqi q , 
holds. Then w is obviously conservative. 
Conversely, suppose w is conservative and fix a vector u E TM. Given v E TM, 
define E~(v) = Wu(v). Clearly, this yields a well defined a function E~ : TM -+ IR: . 
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1. E~ : TM --+ ]R is smooth. 
It is enough to prove it locally. So, let (U, q) be a local chart and v E TU. 
By definition we have 
where iq is the path in the proof of Lemma 2 connecting v to any other 
point w in the local chart (TU, (q, q)). The smoothness follows from the 
smoothness of iq with respect to the coordinates of v. 
2. (X*w)Y = dE~(Y) for all second order vector fields Y = i o X on TM. 
Again we prove the result locally. Thus, let Y = i o X be a second order 
vector field. Take a base integral curve i : (-E, ~ --+ M of Y at a point 
v E TM, that is, i(O) = 1M(V), ~It=o = v and Je-Ttlt=o = Y(v) (note that 
7'J'MY(V) = v). Denote by q(v) = qo, q(v) = qo and ij(X(v)) = i.io. Then , 
E~ ,q(!q(t), 'Yq(t)) = E~(v) + fot Qi(!q(i), 'Yq(i), iq(i)b~(i)df, 
for all t E [-E, E], where iq = q(!) and E~,q(!q(t),'Yq(t)) = E~ (~(t)). 
Taking the derivative of the previous equation with respect to t yields 
8E~,q . i () 8E';;,q ··i () Q ( () . () .. ( )) . i (t) 8qi i q t + {)qi i q t = i iq t , iq t , ,q t i q , 
t E [-f, El. Finally, at t = O we get 
8E';; q.i 8E';; q.-i Q ( . ..).i ai go + 81i qo = i qo,qo,qo go, 
and the proof is complete. 
o 
Remark 3. If w satisfies the principIe of the conservation of energy and Y = i o X 
is a smooth second order vector field, such that X*w = O, then 
dEw(Y) = (X*w)Y = O. 
This means that Ew is constant along trajectories of Y on TM (see Definition 4). 
Let us recall the notion of fibre derivative (see, for example, Abraham & 
Marsden (1978)). Let f be a smooth function on TM; the fibre derivative of 
f, IFf : TM --+ T*M, is the smooth morphism defined as follows 
IFf(v)w = dd f (v + tw)\ 
t t=O 
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for ali v,w E TpM, with p = TtvI(V) = 7'M(w), With the fibre derivative we define 
the vertical differentiation dv f (see Godbillon (1969)) of a function f on TM, as 
the 1-form on TM given by 
dv f(u)w = IFf(u)T7i\l1U 
for all li E TM and for all w E TT~ (li), In local natural coordinates, 
_ ôf i 
dvf - -ô" dq , 
q' 
P roposition 6 . Given a smooth (Lagrangian) function L : TM -+ IR, there exists 
a unique Birkhoffian WL which satisfies 
X*WL = iyd(dvL) + d (Z(L) - L) (15) 
for ali second order vector fields Y = i o X on TM , Z being lhe L-iouville vector 
field, 
Moreover, in local natural coordinates we have 
W = (!!.- ôL _ ÔL) d i 
L dt ôi/ ôqi q, 
Proof. ln a local natural coordinate system and up to some obvious identifications 
we can write 
y 'X' ·i Ô .-j Ô 10 =q-ô,+q-ô." q' q' 
Ô2 Ô2 L d i ,[ j L d' i d j 
-ô "ô ' q /\cq +-ô"ô' q /\ q , q' qJ q' qJ 
ô2Lid j ô 2 L 'jd i ô 2 L "id j ô 2 L ' jd ,i 
ôqiôrjj q q - 8qi8rjj q q + ôrjiôrjj q q - ôrjiôrjj q q, 
dL ôL d i 8L d 'i -ô,q+~q, q' uq' 
Z(L) ôL .i ôrji q , 
d(Z(L)) ô 2L'jdi ô 2L' jd 'j 8Ld'i Ô i8 'jq q + ô'i8'jq q + ;:"i q q q q q uq 
As usual , we first prove uniqueness, Hence , suppose a Birkhoffian exists, which 
satisfies (15) for any second order vector field Y = i o X, Then , using the above 
local expressions we get, 
Q ( . ")d i (d 8L ÔL) d i i q, q, q q = dt ôrji - 8qi q 
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for alI (q, q, ij) E J2(U), which prove uniqueness. 
As for the existence, it is enough to define locally the Birkhoffian by the previ-
ous expression and show that this definition extends to a (global) l-form WL; but 
this is a classical resulto O 
Remark 4. The previous proposition gives an intrinsic characterization of the so 
called Euler-Lagrange operator. Actually, the latter is WL. Therefore, in a sense, 
W of a Birkhoffian W is a generalization of the Euler-Lagrange operator for general 
implicit second-order mechanical systems. 
Proposition 7. The Birkhoffian W = WL associated to a smooth Lagrangian func-
tion L : TM --+]R is affine and satisfies both the principie of reciprocity and con-
servationof energy. The energy of WL is EL = Z(L) - L. Moreover, WL is regular 
if and only if L is a regular Lagrangian, that is, if1FL is a submersion on T*M. 
Proof. To check that the Birkhoffian W L associated to a smooth Lagrangian func-
tion L : TM --+ ]R is affine with respect to the acceleration, it is enough to write it 
in local natural coordinates, 
_ ( 8 2L "j 8 2L.j 8L ) d i 
WL- ~q +~q -~ q. 
uq' uqJ uq' uqJ uq' 
It is also easy to see that the Birkhoffian W L satisfies the principIe of reciprocity 
since by smoothness 
8Q; 82L 8Q· 
__ ___ - __ J 
8ijj - 8qi 8qj - 8iji 
From Proposition 6, WL is the unique Birkhoffian such that 
for alI second order vector fields Y = i o X on TM. Then, since (iyddvL) (Y) = 
ddvL(Y, Y) = 0, one concludes that (X*WL)Y = dEL(Y) for all second order 
vector fields Y = i o X on TM. 
Finally, wL is regular if, and only if, L is a regular Lagrangian, that is, if we 
have 
everywhere. o 
We recall that a Pfaffian form 7r on TM is said to be semi-basic if, for each v E 
TM, 7rv E [Vv(M)t, that is 7rv (ç) = ° for all ç E Vv(M). Locally, 7r = 7ri(q,QJdqi. 
A force field § is a smooth fiber preserving mapping § : TM --+ T*M. 
Proposition 8. There is a one-to-one correspondence between semi-basic forms 
and force fields. 
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Proof. Let 'Ir be a semí-basíc form and den.ne the smooth n.bre preserving map 
.f7" : TM -t T'M by .f7,,(v) = 'lrv(çv) where v E TTM(V)M and Çv E Tv(TM) 
is any vector that projects onto v under TTtvl(V); .f7" is well den.ned because is 
~-u E Tv (TM) is another vector n.eld that projects onto v under TTM (v) we have 
(TTtvI(v)) (çv -tv) = 0, so Çv - ~v E Vv(M) and then 'lrv(çv - ~v) = 0, that ís 
'lrv(l;v) = 'lrv((v)' Conversely, given a smootb n.bre preserving map .f7 : TM -t 
T' M, that is a n.eld of forces, then there exists a unique semi-basic Pfaffian form 
'Ir§ such that .f7"$ = 'Ir§. Indeed 'Ir§ = .f7*Bo where Bo is tbe canonical Liouville 
1-form of T'M , and .f7'Bo(ç,,) = Bo(.f7,çp) = ° for alI Çv E Vv{ M) since .f7,çv is 
tangent to the n.bre T;M(V)M. D 
Given a semi-basic Pfaffian form 'Ir we denote by ir the associated force n.eld. 
Remark 5. By Proposition 6 we conclude that Birkhoff systems generalize La-
grangian systems. They also extend the notion of some mechanical systems (non-
conservative, in general) as den.ned by Godbillon in Godbillon (1969). The latter 
den.nes a mecbanical system by a triple (M, T, 'Ir) where M is a smooth manifold , 
called the conn.gurat ion space, Tis a smooth function on TM, called the kinetic 
energy and rr is a semi-basic Pfaffian form , called the force fielcl. Wit!1 tbese data 
Goclbillion associates the notion of a dynamical system to a second order vector 
n.eld Y = i o X which satisn.es 
iyd(dvT) = d(T - Z· T) -I- 'Ir. 
lndeed, the Birkhoffian w associated to the triple (M , T, 'Ir) is den.ned by 
X·w = jyd(dvT) -- d(T - Z· T) - 'Ir. 
for all second order vector fields Y = i o X. 
3.2 The inverse problem of the Lagrangian Mechanics 
Let M be a smooth manifold anel w be a Birkhoffian of the con-figurat ion space 
M. In the illverse problem we want to know under which conditions w = WL 
for some Lagrangian function L. Let ti S start with a characterization of classical 
Lagrangian systems. 
3.2.1 ExternaI characterization of classical Lagrangian systems 
Theorem 2. Lel w be a Birkhoffian of lhe config1.lration space M. The following 
stalements are equivalent: 
1. w = W L where L = ~ 9 - U o 1M is a classical Lagrangian.. 
2. w is such that: 
• w(z) is non degenemte, I;jz E P(M); 
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• w satisfies the principie of reciprocitYi 
• w is affinei 
• w is conservativei 
• w is normal (so it defines a pseudo-Riemannian metric gw on M)i 
• the differential system D(w) is the image of a Birkhoff vector field 
Y that satisfies the Gibbs-Appell principie for (w, S, Ç") where S is the 
geodesic spray of gw and Ç"(v) = Àv grad U, with TMU = Ew - ~gw-
Remark 6_ Note that, as an easy computation shows, when w is normal and 
conservative with energy E, there exists a unique function U : M -+ IR which 
satisfies TMU = E - ~gw-
Proof- 1) :::} 2) is clear_ So, let us assume that 2) holds_ To prove that 2) :::} 1) 
- it is enough to verify this assertion locally_ Now, if w is non-degenerate, satisfies 
the principIe of reciprocity, is affine, conserves energy and is normal, we get the 
following equation in local natural coordinates: 
( () --j b ( o»~ -i ....:. ôE _jôE -oi gij q q + i q, q q - ôqi q + ôlji q , 
where gjj(q) is the metric matrix of gw- Then 
ôE _ __ ()-i 
alji - g'J q q 
for some U E ;J(M) _ AIso, from 
b ( -) -i ôE_i 
i q, q q = aqi q 
and W = r:kgjl + r~kgil where r~k are the Christoffel symbols associated with 
the Levi-Civita connection of gw, for the coordinate system (ql, ___ , qn) of M, we 
obtain, after a simple computation, 
bi(q, lj) = gjj(q)r{/(q)(/ljl + ~~ (q) + Ri(q , lj) 
with R;(q, lj)qi = O- So, 
Q ( - --) ( ) ( --j ri ( » -k -I) au p ( -) i q, q, q = gij q q + kl q q q + ôqi +, "Í q, q -
To complete the proof let us write the Gibbs-Appell function for (w , S, Ç") in 
the local natural coordinates (q, lj, ij): 
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Then, differentiating with respect to ij and equating to zero yields 
for t,he Birkhoff vedor field Y = i 0)( , that is, X(q , ej) = (q, q, ij) with ri given 
by the previous equation. Finally, from X'w = o we obtain R;(q , q) = o for an 
arbitrary (q , ej) , as required. O 
R emark 7. In the lasL Theorem , the statement l. implies that the Birkhoffian 
w = w L is regular. The statement 2. shows also that the stationary point Y (v) 
is a minimum if and only if the pseudo-Riemannian m etric 9w is a Riemannian 
metric. 
In Birkhoff (1927) a different externaI characterization of classical Lagrangian 
systems has been presented. Specifically, apart fram regularity, conservation of 
energy , reciprocity, the notions of affine and normal Birkhoffian it is used the 
condi tion tha t t,he local functions b; (q , q) , i = 1, ... , n are quadratic with respect 
to t,he velocities , the principIe of reversibility and also Lhe condition : "If by a 
particular choice of admissible coordinates , the kinetic energy T is rnade stationary 
in the qj at a certain point q~ , then this implies that the Qi are independent of 
Lhe velocities." These conditions correspond to: (i) the Birkhoff vedor field Y is 
a spray, that is , for ali s E IH; and v E TM we have Y(sv) = (STM). sY(v) , where 
STM : TM -1- TM , given by: v >-+ sv is the vedor bundle morphism given by scalar 
multiplication by s and (ii) Y - 5, where 5 is Lhe geodesic spray associated to the 
metric 9w, satisfies Yv - 5v = Àv(grad U(p)) , with p = TM( V) for aIl 11 E TM and 
for some fun ction U on M. By a proof analogous to the previous theorem, one 
can state: 
Theorelll 3 (Birkhoff). Let w be a Birkhoffian of the configuration space M. 
Th e f ollowing statem ents are equivalent: 
1. W = WL wh ere L = ~g - U o TM is a classical Lagrangiall. 
2. w is such that: 
• w( z) is non degenerate , Vz E P(M) ; 
• w satisfies the principie of l'eciprocity; 
• w is affine; 
• w conserves an eneTgy E ; 
• w is nOTmal (050 it defin es a pseudo-Riemannian m etric gw on M); 
• th e Birkhoff vectoT-field Y is a spmy such that Y - 5 , wheTe 5 105 
lh e geodesic spray associated to lh e m etric 9w, satisfies Y~ - 5 v 
Àv(grad U(p)), with p = 7).,1(V) for all v E TM and T;'IU = E - ~gw 
(see R emaTk 6). 
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3.2.2 ExternaI characterization of general Lagrangian systems 
Denote by Ck (51 , M) , k E N the Banach manifold of all Ck loops of M, that is, 
the set of ali maps 'Y : 51 --+ M of class Ck , where 51 = lRj2. In the sequeI, unless 
otherwise stated we consider k 2: 2. Define the Pfaffian form n : Ck(51 , M) --+ 
T*Ck (51, M) as follows: given ')' E Ck (51 , M) and a Birkhoffian w: 
n(-y)1] = - ( w( T Ti)1] JSl dt dt (16) 
for alI 1] E T-yCk (51 , M) ~ i*TM. Given a Lagrangian L let us denote by n L 
the Pfaffian form on Ck (51 , M) corresponding to WL and by 5t!' the function on 
Ck(Sl, M) defined by 1 Ti 5t!'(-y) = L(-d) ' 
S' t 
A classical result give us: 
Proposition 9. Given a Lagrangian L we have 
From the previous proposition, we conclude that a necessary condition for a 
given Birkhoffian W to be equal to W L, corresponding to some Lagrangian function 
L, is that n is closed, that is , dCk(SI,M)n = O. 
Definition 14. Let w be a Birkhoffian on M. We say that w satisfies the Helmholtz 
conditions, if for any natural coordinate system (g, g, ij) of J2(M) the following 
egualities are verified: 
BQi BQj (17) aijj aiji ' 
aQi BQj 
alIj + âlIi 
d (BQ; BQj) 
dt aij.i + aij; , (18) 
aQi DQj ~~ C~Qi _ aQj ) (19) 
agj - agi 2 dt alIj alI; . 
Lemma 4. Let w be a Birkhoffian on M which satisfies the Helmholtz conditions. 
Let (g, g, ij) be a local natural coordinate system for J2 (M) associated to a local 
cltart (U, g) of M. Then, for aIl z E J2 (U) and for aIl pairs u, v E TU, the number 
( BQ; ( . " ) aQj ( " ' ») j i ag j go, go, go . - agi go, go, go u v -
1 d (DQi ( . ") aQi ( . "») i i IR. 
'2 dt alIi qo , go, go - Bgi go, qo, qo u v E (20) 
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where q( Z) = qo, q( Z) = go, ij(Z) = go, U = Ui a~' (qO) and V = Vi a~' (qo) , does not 
depend on lhe coordinate system (qi). 
Also for ali z E J2 (U) and any pair u , V E TU lhe number 
( OQi ( . .. ) ôQj ( . ..)) j i ôqj qo , qo, qo + ôqi qo, qo, qo U V -
d (OQi ( . ..) ôQj ( ...)) j i ]R di ôgj qo , qo, qo + agi qo, qo , qo U V E (21 ) 
where q(z) = qo , q( z) = qo , g(z) = go, U = ·ui a~ ' (qo) and V = vi &~. (qo) , does not 
depend on the coordinate system (q i ). 
Proof. See Appendix A for a proof. o 
Remark 8. The previous Lemma shows that equations (20) and (21) define mor-
phisms Si : J2(M) --t Tg(1\1), i = 1, 2. In other words , the Helmholtz conditions 
are globally defin ed and consequently if the Helmholtz conditions hold for a par-
ticular open covering (Ui) of coordinate neighborhoods of 1\1, then it holds for any 
other coordinate covering. 
Theorem 4. Let w be a Birkhoffian on 1\1. Th en n defin ed in equation (16) is 
closed if and only if w salisfies the Helmholtz conditions. 
Remark 9. Note that , in view of the previous Theorem , we conclude that the 
geometric cont.ent of Lhe Helmholtz conditions corresponds to the closedness of n. 
Proof. Let us start with an explicit determination of the manifold structure of 
Ck (51 ,1\1) . For this, it is convenient to embed the manifold 1\1 into ]RN for some 
N E fi! , by the Whitney embedding Theorem. For simplicity of notation we may 
assume that M C ]R N and so T1\1 C 1\1 x ]RN . Let Ü denote the norm al bundle 
over 1\1 , that is , the union Ü = UpEMT;M C 1\1 x ]R N where T;1\1 is Lhe subset 
of]RN orthogonal to T p 1\1 with respect to the usual inner product of ]R N So , we 
have a direct sum T p 1\1 EEl T;1\1 = lR N for each p E 1\1 and rank Ü = N - n. 
Now , take a tubular neighborhood (rI , f) of 1\1 in ]RN (see, for example , Cannas 
da Silva (2001) , Oliva (2002)), that m eans , a smooth diffeomorphism f : fl --t .6. 
from an open neighborhood fI of the zero section in !VI onto an open set .6. C ]R N, 
M C .6. , such that f( Op) = p for any zero vector O p E !VI , p E M. If pr1 : 
M x]RN --t M is the first projection , the map p = (pr1I ü ) o f-I: .6. --7 1\1 is a 
projection (p2 = p) ; t he pair (.6., p) also represents the tubular neighborhood of 
M in rn: N . The set .6. is called the tube in ]RN and rI is said to be a tube in !VI; 
they play the same role and can be identified by the diffeornorphism f. 
Given ~fo E C k (51,.6.), consider Uo C CO(51,.6.) as the subset of allloops I 
such that Ij-y (t) - lo(t) lIco(Sl ,~N) < 7' , with 1" > O small enough such that a11 
loops in this neighborhood are contained in the tube .6.. By the continuity of the 
injection of Ck (51, ]RN) into CO (51, ]RN) it follows t.hat t.here exists an open set 
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U C Ck(S1,~) such that ")'0 E U and any loop in this neighborhood is contained 
in the tube ~. Define, 
<Pu U -+ Ck (S1 ,]RN) 
,~ ,-'o 
Clearly, the image of <Pu into the Banach space Ck (S1, ]RN) is an open subset and 
(U, <I>u) provides an atlas of charts of the manifold structure on Ck(S1, ~). Let 
us compute, dCk(Sl ,M)2'(!O)17 for 7J E T"!oCk(S1, M). 
Let us extend the Birkhoffian w on M to a Birkhoffian wLi on ~: wLi = J2p*w. 
Given , E Ck(S1,~) we have 
for ali T] E T,,!Ck(Sl,~), where (xi) are the normal Cartesian coordinates of ]RN. 
We recall (see Lang (1995» that from 
nLi : U -+ Ck (S1,lRN )*, 
we have, for each , EU, 
which is a continuous linear map. Indeed, for all, E U we have 
T] E T,,!Ck(S1,il). 
Taking into account that nLi extends n (recall that, by its definition, w Li 
extends w), we conclude that the condition for the closeness of n is that for all 
")' E Ck (S1, M): 
(dO(Sl ,Li)n(!),Ç x T]) = «nLi)'(!)ç,T]) - «nLi)'(!)T],ç) = 0, 
for all ç, T] E T,,!Ck (S1, M). The manifold M has been identified with a submanifold 
of lRN . So, we can use a chart of]RN adapted to the submanifold M. Then, since 
")'(S1) is compact, we can cover it by a finite number of adapted coordinate systems 
(Ví), 1= 1, ... , N,,! such that the previous condition are 
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where O = t1 < . .. < t N.., = 1 is a partition or the unit interval such that 
')'( [t /, t/ +1 ]) C Ví for each l = 1, ... , N,/, (qt) is the local system of coordinates on 
Ví and QL çf and 17; are the local representative on Ví or w, ç and 17 , respedively. 
Let us assume that n is closed. Then , given a local coordinate system (1/, qi) we 
consider loops ')' lying ent irely on this coordinate neighborhood, that is , N,/ = l. 
Then , integrating by parts and taking in to account the periodicity of 17 and ç, we 
obtain 
((né>.)'() ) _ r (ÔQ; i d (ÔQi i) d2 (ÔQi "i)) cj 
. ')' ç, 17 - - } SI -ôqj 17 - dt ôijj 17 + dt 2 ôrjj 17 ". 
Hence, 
j' (ÔQ; i d (ÔQ; i) d2 (ÔQi i)) C · SI ôq} 1] - dt ôlj} 1] + dt 2 ôrjj 1] " J = 
1 (ÔQi,..j ÔQi;j aQi .:j) c i 
.<l . 'r + 'Cl· ' 'r + .<l'" 1, <" 5 1 uqJ v qJ uqJ 
and since ç is arbitrary, we obtain 
But , 17 is also arbitrary, whence 
ÔQi 
ôrjj 
aQ' aQ' 
_._' + _ ._J 
aqJ aq' 
aQi aQ} 
aqj - aqi 
aQ} 
arji 
d ( aQi aQ.i ) 
dt aéjj + arji 
1 d ( aQ i aQj ) 
2 dt agj - agi ' 
and w sat isfies the Helrnholtz conditions. 
Conversely, let us assume that w satisfies the Helmholtz condit ions. So , re-
verting the computations above 0 11 each local coordinate system we obtail1 
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for any local section 6 and rJI of ,*TM over each interval [ti , tl+ll. Now, a sim pIe 
computation shows that 
( àQ~ i d (àQ~.) d2 (àQ~ i)) j_ àgi rJ dt àq{ rJI + dt2 àgi rJI Çl-
( àQ~ ei + 8Q~ éj + àQ~ CJ) i +!!.. [ei!!.. ( i àQ~ ) _ àQ~ ié} _ àQ~ i ei ] àqf <"1 àgi <"1 8qf <"/ rJ/ dt <"1 dt rJl àgi àgi rJ/ <"1 àgi rJl <"/ 
But, using (17) and (18) it is a simple matter to show that 
ci d ( i àQ~) àQ~ i é} àQl i ei _ àQ~ (. i ci i é}) 1 (àQ~ àQ~) i ci 
<"1 dt 1)/ à0 - à··j rJl<"1 - à .j rJ/<"1 - à··j rJ/<"1 - 11/<"1 -"2 à .j - fiT rJj<"l' 
'1/ q/ q/ q/ q/ ql 
Finally, the right hand side of the previous equation does not depend on the local 
coordinate system and this concludes the proof. O 
The previous Theorem shows that the Helmholtz conditions are necessary for 
the solution of the inverse problem. But, as the following example shows, they 
are not sufficient in general. 
Example 3. Let M be a manifold with non trivial first de Rham cohomology group 
and ã be any closed Pfaffian form on M which is not exact. Then, given a function 
T on TM let W be the Birkhoffian defined as 
X*w = X*WT + TMã 
for ali cross sections X : TM -+ J2(M). It is clear that on any local coordinate 
neighborhood we can define a local Lagrangian function and so W satisfies the 
Helmholtz conditions. However, because w is not conservative, there can be no 
global Lagrangian function L such that w = WL. 
Definition 15. Let M be a smooth manifold and w a Birkhoffian on M. A smooth 
function 'I/J on TM is called a gauge functíon if w1J; = O. In other words, a gauge 
function generates trivial dynamics. A local gauge function is defined in an obvious 
way. 
Let ti = {W a} be an open covering of M. A family 'I/J = {'I/J a,8) of smooth 
functions 
'l/Ja/3 : T(1lt a n 1lt,8) -+ IR 
defined for all Q' and f3 such that wa n W,8 i=- 0 is called a cocycle of the covering 
ti if it satisfies 
- 'l/J,8a, on TWa n Tw,8 
'l/Ja,8 + 'I/J/3"1' on TW a nTw,8 nTw"I 
(23) 
(24) 
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for all a,{3 and I sueh that 'lia n q,{3 n 'li" #- 0. 
We say that two eoeycles 'Ij; = {'Ij;af3} and {; = {{;af3} are cohomologous if for 
each a there exists a local gauge function 
whieh for any pair of indexes a and (3 sueh that 'lia n '11 f3 #- 0 and any point point 
u E Tq, a n Tq, f3 the following equality holds 
Clearly, the eohomology relation between two eoeycles is an equivalenee rela-
tion. The eorresponding classes are ealled eohomology classes of the eovering li. 
We denote by ['Ij;) the eohomology class of the eoeycle 'Ij; and by H1(li) the set of 
all eohomology classes of li. 
Definition 16. A smooth Helmholtz eovering .f) = (li, {'Ij;a}) on a manifold M 
consists of an open covering li = ('lia) of M and a family of functions 
such that ifq,a n q,f3 #- 0, then w",.".Iw"nwp = w"'plw"nwp, where w"'" denotes the 
local Birkhoffian on 'lia associated to 'lj;a. 
The cocycle 'lj;a{3 = 'lj;a - 'lj;f3 for ali 'lia n '11 f3 is called the Helmholtz cocycle 
associated with the Helmholtz covering. 
Proposition 10. Let M be a smooth manifold and W a Birkhoffian on M . Suppose 
W satisfies the principie of reciprocity, is affine and satisfies the Helmholtz condi-
tions, then for any covering li = {'lia} of M we can define a smooth Helmholtz 
covering f) = (li, {La}) on M. 
Proaf. Under the eonditions of the Proposition a classieal result shows that on 
any open set '11 a E li there exi ts a local Lagrangian function La, sueh that, in 
local natural coordinates 
Q ( . ") d aLa aLa i q, q, q = dt agi - aqi . 
Now, if 'lia n '11 {3 #- 0 we have 
and the result follows by the IR-linearity ofthe map J(TM) :1 L ~ WL E li1 (J2 (M)). 
O 
Theorem &. Let W be a Birkhoffian of the configuration space M. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
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1. W = WL for some function L on TM. 
2. W is such that: 
• W is affine; 
• W satisfies the Helmholtz conditions; 
• ifU = {Wa} is any covering ofM the associated Helmholtz cocycle {La} 
is cohomologous to [O]. 
Proof. (1) ::::} (2) is clear. Now, suppose w is affine and satisfies the Helmholtz 
conditions, then given any open covering U = {wa } of M by Proposition 10 it is 
defined a Helmholtz covering S) = (U, {La} ). 
Fix a point v E TM and let u E TM be another point. Now, since M is 
connected, TM is connected and also pathwise connected. So, let ,be a (compact) 
path connecting v to u. Let {W 1, .. . , W N.,.} be a finite open covering of 'Ysuch that 
v E TWi v and u E TWiu' for some iu , iv E {I, ... , N,}. Then, by the condition 
on the cohomology of the Helmholtz covering there exists {4>1, .. . , 4>n}, 4>i defined 
on TWi, i = 1, . .. , N, such that Li - 4>i = Lj - 4>j on TWi n TWj f 0. We 
define the value L(u) = LiJU) - 4>iJU), that does not depend on /. Indeed, 
let " be another path connecting v to u. Then Li l - 4>i l = Li - 4>i and so 
L'(u) = Li~ - 4>i~ = Liu _ 4>iu = L(u), as required. v v v v 
Hence, it is well defined a function L : TM --+ ~. Since its restriction to a set 
Wa E 11 coincides with the difference of two smooth functions, it is smooth . AIso, 
because 4>a are gauge functions we have wlw" = WL"-q,,, = wLlw" on any Wa E 11. 
O 
Example 4. Another important class of Birkhoffians which conserve energy, but, 
in general, are not Lagrangians, are the so-called generalized magnetic fields (see, 
for example, Wojtkowski (2000» . A closed 2-form b on TM is called a generalized 
magnetic field (gmf) , if there is a vector bundle morphism B : TM --+ T* M such 
that 
for all z, z E T(TM). 
In this case given a gmf b and a Lagrangian L the Birkhoffian w for the data 
(L, b) is the l-form which satisfies 
X*(w - WL) = iyb, 
for all second order vector fields Y = ioX. Conservation ofthe energy E = Z(L)-
L follows at once from X*w(Y) = X*wL(Y) + b(Y, Y) = X*wL(Y) = dEL(Y) , for 
any second order vector field Y = i o X. 
In local natural coordinates one obtains 
_ (i 8L _ 8L b .. ( ') .j) d i 
W - dt 8gi 8qi + J' q , q q q 
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where b = bij(q, q)dqi /\ dqj. So, in order to satisfy the HelmhoItz conditions we 
must have 
o 
which are always true when B can be identified with a two-covariant tensor over 
M, but clearly do not hold in general. 
Remark 10. Liouville's Theorem states that the flow of a Hamiltonian vector 
field preserves the phase volume (see Proposition 3.3.4 in Abraham & Marsden 
(1978». This result can be easily extended to the non-conservative case. Let (be 
a symplectic form on TM, 11' a force field, H a smooth function on TM. Suppose 
that the triple «(, H, 11') defines a regular Birkhoffian w on M (for instance, if ( = -dd" l.. for some regular Lagrangian) such that 
y'*w = -iy ( + dH - 11', 
for all second order vector fields Y = i o Y. Denote the phase volume by 
nÇ := ( /\ ... /\ (, 
~
n times 
Then, the flow of the Birkhoff vector field Y given by Theorem 1 preserves the 
phase volume nÇ if and only if d1l' /\ ( /\ ... /\ ( = O. lndeed, denoting by 0 the 
~
n-l times 
Lie derivative, we have 
0(Y)n, = (0(Y)() /\ ... /\ ( + ... + ( /\ .. . /\ (0(Y)() = n(0(Y)() /\ ... /\ (, 
but, by Cartan's magic formula, we have 
0(Y)( = iyd( + diy( = d(dH - 11') = -d1l'. 
4 Constrained Birkhoff systems 
Start with (M, w, 'i!f) where w is a Birkhoffian of M and 'i!f is a smooth constant 
rank affine sub-bundle of the affine bundle T'J : J2 (M) --+ TM. By definition there 
exists a vector sub-bundle C (1TMlc : C --+ TM) of 1TMIV (M) : V(M) --+ TM and 
a second order vector field S : TM --+ 'i!f such that 
S(v) + C" = 'i!fv , \/v E TM 
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Example 5. Given a smooth distribution ÇJ ou TM one uses Cv := ÇJv n Yv(M) 
to construct a vedor bundle C = UVETM CV that one assumes to have coustant 
rank; so, if there exits a cross section S : TM c-7 J2(M) n ÇJ one obtains a smooth 
constant rauk affine sub-bundle C(j' = S + C of J2(M). This affine sub-bundle 
is iudependent of the choice of the cross sectiou S, that is, given another cross 
section S' : TM c-7 J2(M) n çg we have S' + C = S + C. Indeed, it is an immediate 
consequence of S - S' E C for any two cross sections S : TM c-7 J2 (M) n ÇJ 
and S' : TM c-7 J2(M) n çg. This example is motivated by Weber (1986), who 
defined a system of constraints to be a set of m linearly independent l-forms 
'lj;k : P c-7 T* P, k = 1, ... , m, where P is a 2n-dimensional smooth manifold 
which admits a symplectic structure. 
Example 6. The usual notion of linear, both holonomic or non-holonomic, affine 
constraints or more generally non-linear constraints can be dealt with by defining 
the constraint 'C.·on a submanifold of TM. For the sake of simplicity in the 
exposition, in what follows we present the results for the constraint defined on 
TM only. 
The annihilator of the vector space Cv is the sub-space of T;M, p = 1M(V): 
Definition 17. A motion compatible with 'C is a smooth curve <p : I c-7 M such 
that its lifting ft (~) : I c-7 J2 (M) has its values on 'C . 
4.1 The d'Alembert-Birkhoff principie for constrained me-
chanical systems 
A triple (M, w , C(j') as above is called a constrained Birkhoff system. 
Definition 18. A constrained Birkhoff system (M, w, 'C) is regular if: 
1. w(z) is non-degenerate for ali Z E J2(M) and there exists Zo E 'CII such that 
w(zo) E C~ with V =TJ(Z); 
2. the following bilinear form is non-degenerate: 
(a, õ:) E C~ x C~ f-t w(z)(a l , õ:1) E ~ 
for ali z E 'C, with v = TJ(Z) and ai defined as a(·) = w(z)(a l ,.) for each 
a E C~. 
Remark 11. We note that a sufficient condition for regularity is that, for each 
z E J2(M), w(z) be either positive or negative defined. 
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Definition 19. A motion 4> : 1-+ M compatible with 'fi is a d' Alembert-Birkhoff 
trajectory for (M, w, 'fi) if its lifting ft (~) satisfies 
The constrained differential system corresponding to the constrained Birkhoff sys-
tem (M, w, 'fi) is the set 
D(w, 'fi) = {z E 'fi I w(z) E C~J(z)}' 
The Birkhoffian w is said to satisfy the d' Alembert-Birkhoff principie if for any 
point z = ftlt=o ~ of the constrained differential system D(w, 'fi), the curve I is 
a d'Alembert-Birkhoff trajectory. 
Theorem 6. Let (M, w, 'fi) be a regular constrained Birkhoff system. Then, there 
exists wel! defined in a neighborhood of v E TM a local d'Alembert-Birkhoff vec-
tor field, that is, a local smooth second order vector-field whose base curves are 
d'Alembert-Birkhoff trajectories of (M, w , 'fi) . ' 
Proof We prove the result in local coordinates. Let V be a coordinate neighbor-
hood where the vector bundle C is the annihilator of some local differential forms, 
that is, 
Cv =Ann(B~,.,.,B:), m:Sn 
for all v E V, In local natural coordinates these differential forms can be written 
as: 
BV =brdqi, v= 1,,,,,m,i= 1,.",n 
We make the convention that J1-, v = 1" , " m and i, j = 1,. , "n. 
Now, fix a second order vector field S : TM -+ 'fi, which in local natural 
coordinates is given by S(q , q) = (q,q,ijs(q,q». Then, in these coordinates the 
constraint equations are: 
bj(q, q)(ijj - ij~(q, q») = O 
or 
bj(q, q)ijÍ + aV(q, q) = O 
with aV(q , q) = -bj(q, g)ijHq, q), 
The Birkhoffian is locally represented as w = Qi (q, q, ij)dqi. So, the d' Alembert-
Birkhoff principie is locally equivalent to the following equations: 
for some functions .xv. 
Qi(q, q, ij) 
bj(q,q)ijj +aV(q,q) 
br(q,q).xv 
O 
(25) 
(26) 
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Now, let (q, q, go) be a point which satisfy both (25) and (26) for some ..\0. 
From regularity of the Birkhoflian and the Implicit Function Theorem there is a 
neighborhood of (q, q, go) where we can write 
gi = iji(q, q, ..\). 
Substituting this equality into (26) we get the auxiliary functions 
h"'(q, q,..\) = bj(q, q)ói (q, q,..\) + a"'(q , q) 
Differentiating the latter wíth respect to ..\ we obtain: 
ôh'" ( '..\) _ b"'( ") ji( . Q"( . ..\»b/J( ') ô>. q,q, - j q,q a q,q, q,q, i q,q 
/J 
where aij (q, q, ij) = ~ (q , q, ij) and a ij (q, q, ij) is the inverse of aij (q, q, ij) . Con-
dition 2 means that gr (q, q, ..\) is an isomorphism in an open neighborhood of 
" (q, q, ..\0)' Finally, applying the Implicit Function Theorem we can locally write 
..\'" = A",(q, ri) and the local vector field iji(q, q) = Qi(q, q, A(q, Ij») satisfies the 
principIe of d' Alembert-Birkhoff as required . ' O 
Corollary 1 (PrincipIe of determinism). lf in condition 1. of the definition of 
a regular (M, w, 'i!f) the element Zo E 't'v is unique, one can define a global smooth 
d'Alembert-Birkhoffvector-fieldY-ç = ioX-ç and we have Im X-ç = D(w, 't'), that 
is, the principie of determinism holds. 
Next we consider time reversibility of constrained Birkhoff systems (for a con-
strained Lagrangian system, see Gomi & Zampieri (2000)). Let us define the 
mapping P2 : J2(M) -t J2(M) as 
P2(Z) = TI T,(-t) 
dt t=O dt 
where z = ftlt=o T.jf, for some curve, : I -t M. In local natural coordinates we 
have P2(q, q, ij) = (q , -q, ij) . 
Proposition 11. Let (M , w, 't') be a constrained Birkhoff system with a regular 
and reversible Birkhoffian w. Suppose P2('t') C 't' and let c(t) be an integral curve 
of a d'Alembert-Birkhoff vector field Y-ç, then P o c( -t) is aiso an integral curve 
ofY-ç. Thus , F_t(x) = p(Ft{p(x))), where Ft is the fiow ofY-ç. 
Proof. We prove the result in local natural coordinates (q, q, ij). Let q : I -t U 
denote a local base curve of Y-ç, then using the same notation as in Theorem 6 
we have 
Q(q(t) , q(t), ij(t)) E crq(t),q(t)) 
b;(q(t), q(t))q-i(t) + a"'(q(t), q(t)) O, 
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for all t E I, where Q(q(t), q(t), q(t)) := (Ql(q(t), q(t), q(t)), o o o, Qn(q(t) , q(t), q(t)))o 
Define u(t) := q( -t), for all t E]R such that -t E I; we have to show that 
Q( u( -t), ü( -t), ü( -t)) E C("C ~t) ,ú ( -t) 
bf(u(-t) ,ü(-t))üi(-t)+aV(u(-t) ,ü(-t)) = 0, 
for all t E lo But, u( -t) = q(t), ü( -t) = -q and ü( -t) = q(t) o The result then 
follows from: 
Qi (u( -t), ü( -t), ü( -t)) = Qi (q(t), -q(t), q(t)) = Qi( q(t), q(t), q(t)), 
by the hypothesis of reversibility of w; and from 
bf(u( -t), ü(-t))üi(-t) + aV(u( -t), ü(-t)) = bf(q(t), _cj(t))qi(t) + aV(q(t), -q(t)) 
= bf(q(t), q(t))qi(t) +aV(q(t), q(t)) 
= 0, 
and C(tJ(-t) ,ú(-t» = crq(t),-q(t) = crq(t),q(t) , since P2('if) C '(fo o 
Definition20. Let (M,w, '(f) be a constrained Birkhoff system which satisfies the 
principIe of determinismo Then, it defines a vector bundIe morphism R : TM -+ 
T*M, caIled the reaction field, such that w(Y~(v)) - R(v) = O for aIl v E TM, 
where Y denotes the d'AIembert-Birkhoff vector fieldo 
Definition 21 (PrincipIe of Ieast constraint of Gauss). Let (M ,w, '(f) be a 
constrained Birkhoff systemo The Birkhoffian w is said to satisfy the principIe of 
least constraint of Gauss if any d'AIembert-Birkhoff vector field Y~ is such that, 
for all v E TM, Y~(v) is a stationary point of the Gibbs function corresponding to 
the data (w,Yo) restricted to '(fv, where Yo : TM -+ J2(M) is the Birkhoff vector 
field associated to the (unconstrained) Birkhoff system (M ,w) o 
The case where w = WL, L being a regular Lagrangian function has been 
considered in Lewis (1996) o 
Proposition 12. Let (M,w, '(f) be a constrained Birkhoff systemo Assume w is 
affine and satisfies the principIe of reciprocityo Then, w satisfies the d'Alembert-
Birkhoff principIe if and only if it satisfies the principIe of Ieast constraint of 
Gausso 
Proofo In local coordinates we have 
Q)(q, q, q) = ~aij(q, q)(ii - q~)(qj - q~) 
with bj(qq)ijj + al-'(q, q) = O and where (q , q, qo) is the local representation of Yoo 
Then the requirement that Y (v) be stationary is equivalent to the equations: 
ôQ) ( o 00) âiji q, q, q 1 ( (O) (O))(;;.i o-j) _ \ bl-' 2 aij q, q + aji q, q 'i - qo - /\1-' i 
b'j(q , q)ijj + al-'(q, q) O 
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And the result follows from the symmetry of aij(q, ti) = aji(q, ti). o 
Example 7. There is a class of non-linear constraints which provides useful mod-
eIs in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics: the so called Gauss thermostats, or 
isokinetic dynamics (see, for example, Roover (1986), Ruelle (1999), Gallavotti & 
Ruelle (1997) and Wojtkowski (2000)). Given a Riemannian manifold, the equa-
tions of motions are obtained by imposing the conservation of the kinetic energy 
and then applying the Gauss least constraint principIe for the Birkhoftian asso-
ciated with a classical Lagrangian. By the previous Proposition, this procedure 
fits in the proposed formulation and is clearly non-linear. More generally, given 
a conservative Birkhoftian w, we may require the constancy of the energy and 
derive the equations for the isoenergetic dynamics using the d' Alembert-Birkhoff 
principIe (in the case of classical Lagrangian see, for example, Wojtkowski (2000)). 
Remark 12. It is easy to find counter-examples for the Gauss least constraint 
principIe, if w is neither aftine nor symmetric. For example, let M = ]R 2 and 
consider the local representation in normal Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of the 
. constrained Birkhoff system 
Solution ofthe previous equations is x(t) = -t2 +xot+xo, y(t) = tt2+Yot+yO 
and À(t) = 1. The equations for the principIe of least constraint are 
A sim pIe computation shows that the soIution which satisfies the principIe of 
Ieast constraint is x(t) = -tt2 + xot + xo, y(t) = -kt2 + 'IM + Yo and ..\(t) = -k. 
Corollary 2. Let (M, w, <t') be a constmined Birkhoff system. The following state-
ments are equivalent: 
1. w = WL for some regular Lagmngian function L on TM and w satisfies the 
d 'Alembert-Birkhoff principie for the constmined Birkhoff system (M, w, '6"). 
2. w is such that: 
• w is regular; 
• w satisfies the principie of reciprocity; 
• w is affine; 
• w satisfies the Helmholtz conditions; 
• if ti = {'lia} is any covering of M the associated Helmho/tz co-cycle 
{La} is co-homoiogous to [O]; 
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• w satisfies the principie of least constraint of Gauss for (M, w, '6'). 
Remark 13. Assume that to the conditions of Remark 10 we add a regular con-
straint; then, an analogous computation shows that the flow of the d' Alembert-
Bikhoff vector field Y'If preserves the phase volume D( if and only if d(R + 1r) 1\ 
(1\ ... /\ ( = o. 
~
n-l times 
4.2 A generalization of Liouville's Theorem for classical 
amne constraints 
In this subsection we prove a version of the Liouville's Theorem for classical La-
grangians and classical aftine constraints. So, (M, g) is a Riemannian manifold 
and the function V on M is the potential energy. We denote by \l the associ-
ated Levi-Civita connection. The aftine constraint Jl! is defined by a pair (P, X a ) 
where çg is a smooth, constant rank distribution on M (rank çg = m) and X a is 
a (global) cross section of pl.. With (çg, X a ) we define 
In order to construct a volume form on Jl! we start, locally, choosing an adapted 
system of coordinates for TM. Let (U, ql, . .. , qn) be a local system of coordinates 
for M, (6, ... , çn) a local orthonormal basis of vector fields defined on U such 
that (6, ... , çm) is a local orthonormal basis of sections of çg and «(1, ... , (n) its 
dual basis; they induce the functions P : TU -+ IR 
n 
. de! ,,",' . t = L.,..(aj o TM )(jJ, i= 1,2, ... ,n (27) 
j=l 
and one can also consider new local coordinates for TM: (TU; ql, ... , qn, ("1, ... , ê') . 
The aftine bundle Jl! is an embedded aftine subbundle of TM (considered as 
an affine bundle modelled by itself) and 
Then the restrictions of ql, ... , qn, (1, ... ,? to the open set Jl! n TU define a 
local system of coordinates for Jl! on .f?/ n TU ; by consequence a volume form on 
Jl! n TU is defined by the restriction Õ to Jl! n TU of the (m + n)- form 
where each (i, in (28), means TM(i, the pull-back of (i to TU; so, 
n 
(i =:: TM(i = 2)a~ o 1M)dTM(qj o 1M), i = 1, ... , n. 
j=1 
(28) 
(29) 
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Analogously, we also define the local (n - m) form n.l on U as 
n.l := fm+! /\ ... /\ fn . 
To obtain a (global) volume form on J?f one needs to assume that J?f is ori-
entable as manifold. One way to obtain it is the following: 
Definition 22. The affine bundle J?f = J?f(~,Xa) on (M,g) is orientable if ~ is 
orientable, that is, there exists a differentiable exterior (n-m)-form W on M such 
that, for any p E M and Z!, ... ,Zn-m E ~t then Wp(z!, ... ,zn_m) f:. O iJ, and 
only if, (Z!, ... , Zn-m) is a basis of ~/. 
Remark that in the codimension one case (m = n - 1), J?f orientable is equiva-
lent to the existence of a globally defined unitary vector field N on M, orthogonal 
to ~p, Vp E M. 
Let us recalI the definition of the total second fundamental form of a distribition 
~ (see Kupka & Oliva (2001)). One defines a bilinear vector bundle morphism 
Br;p : TMxM~ -t ~.l where TM xM ~ is the fiber product of the bundles TM 
and ~ and p.l is the distribution orthogonal complement of ~ with respect to g: 
let (X, Y) E T p M x ~p and choose two germs of vector fields at p, X, Y, so that 
X(p) = X, Y(p) = Y and Y E ~ (that means Y is a germ of section of ~). Then 
Br;p := Pr;p.J.. [(V' X Y) (p)) . (30) 
This does not depend on the choice of the germs X and Y. 
Theorem 7. The (local) volume form fi defined on J?f n TU by formula (28) is 
invariant under the fiow of the d'Alembert vector field X iJ, and only iJ, 
and the trace of Br;p.J..Ir;p.J..XMr;p.J.. vanishes (Br;p.J.. is the total second fundamental 
form of ~.L). lf J?f is orientable, both fi and n.l can be extended to a global 
volume on J?f and a global section of (~.L) * 1\ ... 1\ (~.l ) * . 
" J 
n-m-times 
Proaf. We use the technique proposed in Kupka & Oliva (2001) for the case with 
X a = O. Let qo : [ao, at} -t U C M be a solution of 
Tqo 
P""V't-- = O 
'" dt ' 
where Pr;p : TM -t ~ is the orthogonal projection. Define Vo : [ao, a!l -t TU n ~ 
as 
then 
Tqo 
Vo = - - X a o qo, dt 
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so that, 
x 
n â m m â 
" ·i " " Ai -k - j ~q 8Ii - ~ ~ kjf f â~ 
i=1 q i=1 j ,k=1 
(32) 
We want to know under which conditions the volume form Q, given by 
n = fI /\ ... /\ fn /\ dTM{1 /\ ... /\ dTM{m, 
is invariant under X. Let us assume, for a moment, that V = O; we start by 
computing the Lie derivative e(X)Q: 
e(X)Q = 2::7=1 f1 /\ ... /\ e(X) fi /\ ... /\ fn /\ dTM{l /\ ... /\ dTMF+ 
2::}=lf1 /\ ... /\ fn /\ dTMf1 /\ ... /\ e(X) dTMfj /\ ... /\ dTM~ . 
Thus, in order to obtain e(X)Q it is enough to compute e(x)é modulo 
and, analogously, to compute e(X)dTMfj modulo 
d 1 d n d -1 d -j-1 d -)+1 d-m TMq , ... , TMq , TMf , ... , TMf ,TMf , . .. , TMf . 
But e(x)é = ixdTMf i + dTM(fi(X)), so 
e(X)fi == {ixd™fi .. 
iXdTMf' + (dTMX~)i é' 
for i = 1, ... , m 
for i = m + 1, ... , n. 
(observe that fex (X) = X~, a = m + 1, ... , n). We also have dTMf i = - 2::~=1 w~ /\ 
fk where, with the simplified notation, wi and é mean TMwi and TMé, respec-
tively. Thus 
for i = 1, ... , m 
for i = m + 1, ... , n 
Since w~ = 2::~=1 A~kfr and A~i = O (w! = O) for all r = 1, ... , n, we write 
n m n 
e(X)fi == LA}jfj (X)f i == LA}j!) fi + L A}{jX~ fi. (33) 
j=l j=l {j=m+l 
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for i = 1, . .. , m. Similarly, we have, 
m n 
0(X)€a == LA~l:,j€a + L A~~x~€a + (dTMX~)a€a . (34) 
i=l ~=m+1 
for a = m+ 1, .. . , n. 
On the ather hand 0(X)dTM fi = dTM(0(X)fi ) and 0(X)fi is the camponent 
af X along fi. Then, from (32) we obtain 
m n 
0(X)dTM i' == - LA~/dTMi' - L A}aX~dTMi', (35) 
1=1 a=m+1 
Finally, from (33), (34) and (35) we have 
(36) 
This last equation (36) shows that 0(X)O = O if, and anly if, 
n L A~i=O, j=l, ... ,m (37) 
a=m+1 
and 
n n n 
L (dTMX~)a + L L A~~X~ = O. (38) 
a=m+1 a=m+1~=1 
The intrinsic interpretation af conditions (37) comes from the cansideration of 
the total second fundamental form B~J.. of the distribution ~l.. In fact 
n n n 
tr Bjl~J..XM~J.. = L Bj(ça,ça) = L A~a = - L A~j' (39) 
a=m+l a=m+1 a=m+l 
where B~J..(x,y) = L:.i=lBj(x,y)çj, for all (x,y) E TME!1~l.. On the other 
hand, an analogous computation shows that condition (38) is equivalent to 
(40) 
Thus from (37), (38), (39) and (40) the proof af Theorem 7 fallows for V = O. 
When V -:f. O we have a similar proof because in that more general case, denoting 
the vector field by X(V), one can write 
X(V) = X - fVj ô~j 
J=l 
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where Vi (i(grad V), j = 1, . . . ,m. Then, clearly, 0(X(V))(i 0(X)(i, 
i = 1, ... , n, and 0(X(V»)fi = 0(X)("i + Vi, j = 1, ... , m. So, 0(X(V»dTM("i = 
0(X)dTMfi + dTM Vi; but, we have dTM Vi == O modulo (1, ... , (n, because V 
depends only on q. Then 0(X(V))n = 0(X)n and the proof is now complete. 
O 
5 Symmetry and reduction of Birkhoff systems 
Definition 23. Let (M, w) be a Birkhoff system and <f> : G x M -t M be a smooth 
action of aLie group G on M. Denote by 9 the Lie algebra of the Lie group G 
and by g* its dual. We say that a mapping 
J-t: TM -t g* 
is a momentum mapping relative to w for the action <f> , provided that for each 
X Eg, 
dJ-tX (Y) = (Y*w)X#'M 
for all second order vector fields Y = i o Y. H ere J-tx : TM -t IR, J-tx (v} := 
(J-t(v), X), v E TM, is the component of J-t along X and X#'M is infinitesimal 
generator corresponding to X with respect to the tangent action <f>T : G x TM -t 
TM, <f>~ = T<f>g: TM -t TM. The quadruple (M,w,<f>,J-t) will be called a Noether 
G-space. 
In the presentcontext, Noether's Theorem is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions of Birkhoff vector field and momentum mapping. 
Proposition 13 (Noether). Let (M,w,<f>,J-t) be a Noether G-space. Then, J-t 
is an integral of any Birkhoff vector field Y associated with the Birkhoff system 
(M, w), that is, if Ft is the flow of Y, 
J-t o Ft = J-t. 
Example 8. Let G acting smoothly on M by <f> : G x M -t M, ( a symplectic form 
on TM, H : TM -t IR a smooth function, 7r a smooth semi-basic Pfaffian form 
satisfying, *(X#'M) = O, for alI X E g, where X#,~ is the infinitesimal generator 
corresponding to X with respect to the action <f> and suppose that the triple 
((, H, 7r) defines a Birkhoffian w on M such that 
Y·w = -iy( + dH - 7r, 
for alI second order vector fields Y = i o Y on TM. If (TM, (, <f>T, J-t) is a Hamil-
tonian G-space, that is, <f>T is symplectic and 
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for all X E g; and H is cI>T -invariant, then J-L is a momentum mapping for the 
Birkhoff system (M ,w) . Indeed, for each X E 9 and for each v E TM, we have 
H(cI>T(exp(tX),v)) = H(v) since H is cI>T-invariant. Differentiating at t = O, 
dvH . X{tM(V) = O; so dH(X#) = O for all X E g. Thus, dJ-Lx (Y) = ix # «(Y) = TM 
-iy«(X#M) + dH(X{tM) - 7r(X{tM) = Y*W(X~M) for ali second order vector field 
Y = i o Y and for all X E g. 
In particular, if L is a smooth, regular and cI>T-invariant Lagrangian on TM, 
then, J-LX(v) = JFL(v)X~('TM(V)) for ali X E fi and for ali v E TM, is a mo-
mentum mapping for the action. Indeed, from Coroliary 4.2.12 in Abraham & 
Marsden (1978) we have (dTMJ-LX)y = -(ix#dTMlh)Y = -(ix # dTMdvL)Y = TM 
(iydTMdvL)X{tM + dE(X{tM) = (Y*W)X{tM' for ali second order vector fields 
Y = ioY and for all X E g. Here OL = (JFL)*Oo, with 00 : T*M -r T*(T*M) being 
the canonical Liouville 1-form of T*M. 
Remark 14. Let L be a smooth, 'regular and cI>T-invariant Lagrangian on TM, 
where cI> : G x M -r M is some smooth action. Define J-LL : TM -r g* as J-Lí (v) = 
JFL( v )X~ (-TM( v)). Then, under the Godbillon formalism, the equation of motion 
of J-LL is 
in other words, it generalizes Appeli's Theorem on the projection of the linear 
momentum (see Appeli (1941), p.335) which states that 
La derivée par rapport au temps de la projection de la quantité de mouve-
ment sur un axe est égale à la somme des projections sur le même axe des forces 
appliquées au mobile. . 
This shows in passing that J-L L is a constant of the motion if and only if n-( X~) = 
O for ali X E g. If p : M -r MJG is a principal bundle with structural group G , 
then this condition is equivalent to the force field 7r being horizontal , that is , 
7i-(ker p) = O. 
Next we prove that, as in the case of the momentum mapping for symplec-
tic actions on symplectic manifolds, the momentum mapping for an equivariant 
Birkhoffian is not unique, but defines a unique cohomology class of coadjoint co-
cycles . 
Proposition 14. Let (M,w,cI>,J-L) be a Noether G-space and assume that lhe 
Birkhoffian w is equivariant with respect to cI>J2 and cI>T·, where the latter is 
cI>J" := T*cI>g-1 , for ali 9 E G. Define, for 9 E G and X E g, 
'f/;g,X: TM-r~ 
: v t-+ J-Lx (cI>~ (v)) - J-LAd g _ 1 X (v). 
Then 'f/;g ,X is constant on TM . We let rr: G -r g* be defined by rr(g)X = 'f/;g,x(v), 
for any v E TM, and cali it the coadjoint cocycle associated to J-L . It satisfies the 
cocycle identity : rr(gh) = rr(g) + Ad ;-1 u(h). 
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Proo! We compute the derivative of 'l/Jg,X at a second arder vector field Y = i o Y 
on TM 
d'I/Jg,x(Y) dJ.lX (T<I>r Y ) _ dJ.lAd g-I X (Y) 
J2 - * # - * # ((<I>g Y) w)XTM - (Y w)(Adg-1 XhM 
w(<I>tY)X~ - w(Y)(Ad g-1 X)~ 
W(IP:2y)X~ - w(Y)<I>;X~ 
w(IPtY)X~ - [<I>;"w(Y)] X~ 
O 
Thus, by Lemma 3, 'l/Jg,X is constant on any connected component of TM and 
since TM is connected 'l/Jg,X is a constant on TM. 
As for the cocycle identity, we have 
u(gh) J.lX (<I>r" (v)) - J.lAd g h-1 X (v) 
J.lx (<I>r <I>I (v)) - J.lAd g-I X (IPI v) + 
J.lAd g _ 1 X (IPI v) _ J.lAdh-1 Ad g _ 1 X (v) 
'l/Jg,X (<I>I (v)) + 'l/Jg,Ad g_1 X (v) 
(J"(g)X + (J"(g) Ad g-1 X 
o 
Proposition 15. Let (M, w) be a Bírkhoff system and <I> a smooth actíon of G on 
M such that w ís equivariant with respect to <I>J2 and <I>T*. lf J.ll and J.l2 are two 
momentum mappings with cocycles (J"i and (J"2, respeclively, then [Ul] = [(J"2]. Thus 
to any triple (M, w, <I» satisfying the previous conditions there is a well defined 
cohomology class [u]. 
Proa! Under the hypothesis of the Proposition, we have for each 9 E G, 
for any v E TM. But dJ.lf (Y) = (Y*W)X~M = dJ.lf (Y), for all second order vector 
fields Y and all X E g, so by Lemma 3, J.ll - J.l2 = I, for some constant element 
I E g* . Then, 
Ul(g) - (J"2(g) = 1- Ad ;-1 I, 
and UI - U2 is a coboundary. o 
The reduction of the dynamics of a Birkhoff system (M, w) with a momentum 
mapping J.l : TM -+ g* for a smooth action <I> : G x M -+ M can be effected both 
in the conservative and non-conservative cases. 
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Proposition 16. Let (M, w, if:I , J-l) be a Noether G-space. Assume w regular, w is 
equivariant with respect to if:IJ2 and if:IT· , I E g* is a regular value of J-l (which by 
Sard's Theorem takes place for almost ali I), J-l is an Ad * -equivariant momentum 
map and the isotropy subgroup of the coadjoint action G/ = {g E G I Ad ;-1 I = I} 
acts freely and properly on J-l-I (I), then, there exists a unique vector field Yí on 
J-l-I (I) jG/ which is 7r/-related to the Birkhoff vector field Y, that is, T7r/ Y = Yí 07r/, 
where 7r/ : J..L-I(l) -t J-l-I(l)jG/ denotes the canonical projection. 
Proo! Under the assumptions of the Proposition, assume there exists a vector 
field Yí on J-l-I(l)jG/ which is 7r/-related to the Birkhoffvector field Y, that is, 
(41) 
then, uniqueness of Yí is a consequence of 7r1 being a submersion . 
Now, equivariance of w with respect to if:IJ2 and if:IT· means 
w{if:lt z)1] = w(Z)Tif:lg -11] 
for all Z E J2(M), all1] E T,6(z )M and all 9 E G . So, if Z E D(w) then w(if:I:' z)1] = O 
for all1] E T,6(z)M, so thát if:I:' z E D(w). But z E D(w) <=> z = Y{v) for some 
v E TM, where Y denotes the Birkhoff vector field; thus, by uniqueness of Y we 
obtain 
if:It (Y(v)) = Y(if:I~ v) 
for all 9 E G . In particular, if I E 9 is a regular value of the momentum mapping 
J-l, then, for v E J-l-I(l) we have Y(v) E T(J-l-I(l)) (by Proposition 13) and 
(Tif:I~)Y(v) = Y(if:I~ v) 
for alI 9 E G/. The previous equation implies that it is well defined a flow H t on 
J-l-l(l)jG/ (note that YII'-1 (1) is if:I~-related with itselffor all 9 E G/) satisfying 
(42) 
Define Yí as the generator of Ht , then, differentiating (42) we obtain (41) and this 
completes the proof. O 
Proposition 17. Let J-l be a momentum mapping for a smoolh action if:I, with 
cocycle (J' . Then: 
1. the map \11 : (g, I) >-+ Ad ;-1 I + (J'{l) is an action of G on g*; 
2. J.L is equívariant with respect to lhe actian in 1. 
Proa! (1) follows from the cocycle identity and (2) from the definition of (J' and 
\11 . O 
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From the previous proposition, we can perform a reduction in the case p, is not 
required to be Ad * -equivariant. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 16 
Proposition 18. Let (M,w,<I>,p,) be a Noether G-space. Assume w regular, w 
is equivariant with respect to <I>J 2 and <I>T' , I E g* is a regular value of p, (which 
by Sard's Theorem takes place for almost alll), and the isotropy subgroup of the 
coadjoint action G/ = {g E G I i.V gl = I} acts freely and properly on p,-1 (l), then, 
there exists a unique vector field Yt on p,-1 (I) jG/ which is 7f/-related to the Birkhoff 
vector field Y, that is, T7f/ Y = Yi o 7fl, where 7f/ : p, -1 (l) -7 P, - 1 (I) j G 1 denotes the 
canonical projection. 
Without a momentum mapping, a similar computation shows that, 
Proposition 19. Let (M,w) be a regular Birkhoff system and <I> : G x M -7 M 
a smooth action of aLie group G on the configuration space M. Assume w is 
equivariant with respect to <I>J 2 and <I>T' , then, there exists a unique vector field YG 
on TMjG which is 7f-related to the Birkhoff vector field Y, that is, T7fY = YG o 7f, 
where 7f : TM -7 TMjG denotes the canonical projection. 
Example 9. Consider the Birkhoff system associated to the GodbilIon formulation 
(see Remark 5). If T is regular and <I>T-invariant, 7f(XitM) = O, for alI X E 9 and 
the hypotheses on the action hold , then we can reduce the dynamics to p,-1 (I) jGl, 
for any regular value I E 9 of the momentum map p,x (v) = lFT(v) . X~CT'M(v)), 
for alI v E TM and for all X E g. 
As a concrete example, consider the rigid body model of an artificial satellite 
orbiting around the Earth under the influence ofthe gravity and the drag only. The 
equations of motion can be cast in the Godbillon formalism, with the configuration 
space SE(3), kinetic energy T = ~ ((R, x), (R, x)) where x E ]R3 is the vector 
SE(3) 
from the center of the Earth to the center of mass of the satelIite, R E SO(3) is 
the proper orthogonal matrix corresponding to the attitude of the satellite and 
(., ·)SE(3) denotes the usual metric on SE(3) (see Oliva (2002)), that is, 
((s, u), (s , u))SE(3) = m(u, u)g + l (sç, sç}gdm(Ç) 
for alI (s, u), (s, u) E TSE(3). Here (-, .)g is the usual metric on ]R3, m E ]R+ is 
the mass of the satellite, B C ]R3 is the body (satellite) and ç E B denotes the 
position in the body frame of a material particle of the body with respect to its 
center of mass. It is convenient to define the body angular velocity n = R- 1 R 
where ~ :]R3 -7 .50(3) is the usual identification of]R3 with .50(3), that is, 
-6 
O 
6 
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for all ç = (6,6,6) E ]R3. So, 
T = ~m(x, x)g + ~(IO, O)g 
where I is the moment of inertia tensor of the body in the body frame . 
As for the force field, again we use the identification of semi-basic forms and 
force fields to write 
ir = dTSE(3~ TSE(3») + D 
where V is the potential energy of the body 
1·1 is the Euclidean norm, G is the universal gravitational constant, M is the mass 
of the Earth and D is the drag force 
D 1 B* . I . I *. ~ = -2 p x pr2 x 
where ~ : ]R3 -t ]R3 is the index-Iowering operator with respect to the usual metric 
on ]R3, pr2 is the projection pr2 : SE(3) = SO(3)@]R3 -t]R3 and B* is the ballistic 
coefficient of the satellite. 
Since, in general Ixl » lçl it is usual to consider an approximation (see Wang, 
Krishnaprasad & Maddocks (1991)) 
r GM 
V = - 113 Ix + RÇldm(Ç) 
_ GM r {I _ (x, RÇ)g _ ~ lçl2 + ~ (x , RÇ)~ + O(lX I- 2)} dm(ç) Ixl 113 Ixl2 21xl 2 2 Ixl4 
~ _ GMm _~ GMtr (I) ~ GM (IR-l R-I) Ixl 2 Ixl3 + 2 Ixl5 x, X g. 
Note that the system is dissipative and the translational and attitude dynamics 
are coupled, so that the reduction of Poisson manifolds is not directly applicable. 
We consider the body B to be a symmetry top, that is, two of its principal 
momentum of inertia are equal. In this case, we can define a right SI-action 
<I> : SI x SE(3) -t SE(3) on SE(3), as the rotation around the axis of symmetry 
of the ellipsoid of inertia: 
<I> : (S, (R, x)) M (RS, x) 
where we identify SI with the abelian, connected Lie subgroup of SO(3) given by 
SI ~ {exp(tv) I t E ]R}, where v E ]R3 is a non-null vector in the direction of the 
symmetry axis. Note that the symmetry of the ellipsoid of inertia implies that 
SI S-1 = I for all S E SI . 
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An easy computation shows that T is <l>T -invariant and that rr(X:E (3)) = O. 
So, the angular momentum J.-lv around the symmetry axis is an Ad * -equivariant 
momentum map for the action , whence a constant of the motion. AIso, the action 
is free and proper, w is equivariant and because the group is abelian, the adjoint 
action is trivial. So, given I E ]R., the isotropy group for the coadjoint action GI is 
the whole group 51 and the dynamics can be reduced to the submanifold J.-l:;1(1)/ 51 
for any real number I E ]R.n. Note that dim(J.-l:;1(1)/51) = dim(SE(3)) - 2. 
From this example, we conclude that the proposed reduction is an exten-
sion of the Routh reduction (see, for example, Marsden & Ratiu (1999)) to non-
conservative mechanical systems and to possibly non-abelian groups. This may 
be relevant to engineering in general, and to control theory, in particular, where 
non-conservative systems are the norm. 
Remark 15. If we know the flow Ht of the reduced Birkhoff vector field Y/ , then 
we can reconstruct the flow F t of the Birkhoff vector field Y restricted to J.-l-1 (I) . 
Essentially, it follows the lines proposed in Abraham & Marsden (1978) for the 
Hamiltonian case (see pp. 304 and 305, ibidem). For the sake of completeness, 
next we present the latter with the adaptations needed. Let Vo E J.-l-1 (l) and let 
-y : I -+ J.-l-1(l) and bl : I -+ J.-l-1(l)jGIJ, for some neighborhood of the origin 
O E I C]R.; be integral curves of Y and Y/, respectively, with -y(0) = vo. Now, let 
d : I -+ J.-l-1(l) be a smooth curve with d(O) = Vo and [d) = b). Define for each 
t E I, g(t) E Oi such that -y(t) = <I>;(t)d(t) . Thus, 
T-y 
dt Y('Y(t)) 
T Td T ( T9)# T<I>g(t)(d(t)) . -d (t) + T<I>g(t) (d(t)) . TLg(t)-l-d (t) (d(t)) 
. t t TM 
for all t E I. Taking into account the <l>T -invariance of Y yields, 
Td ( T9)# Y(d(t)) = di(t) + TLg(t)-l di(t) TM (d(t)) 
for a11 t E I . 
This is an equation for 9 : I -+ Gi in terms of d. We solve the latter by first 
solving the next algebraic equation for e(t) E 9 
for all t E I and then 
for g . 
e*M(d(t)) = Y(d(t)) - ~: (t), 
Tg = TL c dt g<, 
Finally, the solution -y sought is -y = <l>gd, whereas the curve in the configura-
tion space is ~ = -y (recall that Y is a second order vector field). 
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Let M be a smooth manifold and ao , aI E ]R be real numbers with ao < aI; we 
denote by Ck([ao, aI], M) the set of all curves, : [ao, ad -t M of class Ck. Let P 
and Q be smooth submanifolds of M; one defines the set 
Ck ([ao, aI], M; P, Q) can be endowed with a differentiable structure of a smooth 
Banach manifold (see, for instance, Piccione & Tausk (2001) and Piccione & Tausk 
(2002)) and its tangent space at , E Ck ([ao, aI], M; P, Q) can be identified with 
Let (M, w) be a Birkhoff system and 1>: G x M -t M a free and proper smooth 
action of aLie group G on M; let G· Po and G . Pl be two orbits, which by 
the hypothesis of 1> being free and proper are smooth closed submanifolds of M. 
The action 1> induces a smooth action 1>0 : G x Ck([ao, ad, M; G . po, G . pI) -t 
Ck([ao , ad , M;G·po,G·Pl)on Ck([ao,al],M;G·po,G·Pl) defined by (1)o)g(l):= 
(1)go )(,) = 1>g o,. lndeed, this follows at once from Ck([ao, aI], .) being a functor, 
from the category of smooth manifolds to the category of smooth Banach manifolds 
with smooth maps as morphisms (see, for example, Palais (1968) and Piccione & 
Tausk (2001)) , 
Ck([ao, ad,·) : M t-+ Ck([ao , aI], M) 
: f t-+ fo 
and the fact that G . Pi, i = O, 1 are orbits by 1>. 
Analogously, 1> induces a smooth action 1>J 2 : G x j2 (M) -t J2 (M) defined as 
1>{ := J2(1)g). That 1>J' is an action is also a consequence of J2 being a functor . 
Lemma 5. Let (M,wL) be a Birkhoff system for some Lagrangian function L 
and 1> : G x M -t M be a free and proper smooth action on M. Then, the 
Lagrangian function L is 1>T -invariant if and only if for aU ao, aI E lR, ao < aI 
and for all orbits G . Po C M and G . Pl C M, the Lagrangian functional !L' : 
Ck([ao, ad, M; G · po , G . PI) -t ]R is 1>o-invariant. 
Proof. Given ao , aI E lR, ao < aI and two orbits G . Po , G . Pl, the Lagrangian 
functional being 1>o-invariant means 
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for alI 9 E G . That is, 
for ali 'Y E Ck([aa, ad, M; G· Pa, G· P1) and alI 9 E G. 
But , this requires that L = L o ~~ . For, if for a given 9 E G there is a vector 
v E TM such that L(v) f. L(~~v), say L(v) > L(~~v), then by continuity, there 
is a neighborhood V C TM of v E V such that L(u) > L(~~u) for all u E V. 
Finally, choosing a curve Ck([aa, a1], M; G· Po, G .pr), for some ao, a1 E ]R, ao < a1 
and orbits G . Po, G . P1 such that ~([ao, a1]) C V, we obtain Jaa: L (/(t)) dt > J:Ol L (~~ o ~(t)) dt, which is a contradiction. The converse is trivial and this 
completes the proof. O 
Given ao, a1 E ]R, ao < a1 and two orbits G . Pa, G . P1, we can define the 
Pfaffian form OL on Ck([ao, a1], M; G· Po, G· pr) as 
Proposition 20. Let ~ : G x M -+ M be a smooth action on a configuration space 
M and L a regular Lagrangian function. Given ao, a1 E ]R, ao < a1 and orbits 
G . po and G· P1 we have, 
for all 'Y E Ck([aa, ad, M; G· Pa, G· P1) and all TJ E T,Ck([aa, ad, M; G· Pa, G· P1), 
where f-lL : TM -+ g* is defined as 
(f-lL(v), X) = lFL(v) . Xt;(-TM(V)), 
for all v E TM and ali X E 9 and X o, Xl E 9 are the unique vectors such that 
XlL(/(a;)) = 17(a;), i = 0,1. 
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Proaf. Fix ao, a} E~, ao < a} and G · Po and G · P1 . Given a regular Lagrangian 
function L we have, 
for all ')' E Ck([ao, aI], M; G· po, G · Pl) and all T} E T"{Ck([ao , aI], M; G · po, G · pI). 
Here Xo, Xl E fi are the unique vectors such that X~ ; (')'(ad) = T}(a;), i = 0, 1 
(recall:that T}(a;) E T"{(a;)(G. p;)) . ' O 
Remark 16. Let (M, w) be a Birkhoff system and 4> : G x M -t M a smooth action 
on M. Then, the action 4> is free if and only iffor each ao, aI E IR , ao < aI and for 
each pairoforbits G·po and G'P1, the induced action 4>0: G x Ck([ao,al],M;G · 
po, G . pt} -t Ck([ao, aI], M; G . po , G . Pl) is also free. lndeed , when 4>0 is free, the 
consideration of constant curves proves that 4> is free too. Conversely, assume 4> 
isfree. Given, E Ck([ao , aJ),M;G · po,G·Pl), let 9 E G be such that (4)o)g')' = ,. 
Then, for any t E [ao, aIl, we have (4)o)g(')')(t) = 4>g(')'(t)) = ')'(t) <=> 9 = e. 
Similarly, the action 4> is proper if and only if so is the action 4>0. 
Proposition 21. Let (M, WL) be a Birkhoff system for some regular Lagrangian 
function L and 4> : G x M -t M be a smooth, free and proper action on M. 
lf L is 4>T -invariant, then for each ao , aI E IR, ao < aI and for each pair of 
orbits G . Po and G . Pl, there exists a unique reduced Lagrangian functional .!L'c : 
Ck([ao , aIl , M; G· po, G· pI)/G -t IR such that .!L'c o li = .!L' and TI*~hG = !h , 
where li : Ck([ao, ad, M; G · po, G . pI) -+ Ck([ao, aI], M; G · po, G . pd/G is the 
canonical projection. 
Proo! By hypothesis, the Lagrangian function L is 4>T -invariant. Now, by Lemma 
5 the Lagrangian functional .!L' is 4>o-invariant, that is, the following diagram is 
commutative 
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.5t' 
Ck([ao , aI], M; G· po , G . pr) ----> IR 
(~o), j 
-Ck([ao, aI], Mj G· po, G . pt} ----~ô> IR 
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So, .5t' ís equívaríant wíth respect to the <1>0 and ídentíty actíons and thís de-
fines a smooth functíon .5t'G on Ck (SI , M)/G, whích makes the followíng diagram 
commutatíve 
Fínally, 
Ck([ao, aI], Mj G· Po, G· pd/G -----;.. .  IR/I = IR 
2'G 
TI* dCk([ao,a,] ,M;G-po,G-Pl )/G.5t'G 
d Ck([ao,a,],M;G -po ,G'Pl) (.5t'G o TI) 
d Ck([ao,a,],M;G·po,G·Pl) .5t' = nL · 
o 
Proposition 22. Let L be a regular Lagrangian function and <I> : G x M -+ M 
a free and proper smooth action. Then, L is <l>T -invariant if and only if for each 
ao , aI E IR, ao < aI and for each pair of orbits G 'Po and G 'Pl, n L is <l>o-ínvaríant, 
that is, (<1>0); n = n, for aU 9 E G, and n L is horízontal, that ís, nL(ker TTI) = O. 
Proof. When L ís <l>T invariant, the result follows from Lemma 5 and the prevíous 
Proposition. Conversely, let us assume that for each aO,al E IR, ao < aI, and for 
each paír of orbíts G . po and G· Pl, n L is <l>o-invariant and horizontal. By Lemma 
5 it is only necessary to show that .5t' is <1>0 invariant. 
<l>o-invariance means d Ck([ao,a,],M ;G-po,G-Pl).5t' 
= dCk([ao,a,j,M;G.po ,G'Pl) (.5t'0 (<I>o)g) for all 9 E G. So, there is a function h : G -+ IR 
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such that 2'(1) = 2' o (epo )g(l) + h(g) for all-y E Ck([ao, ad, M; G . Po , G . PÜ and 
for all 9 E G . It is easy to see that h is a smooth homomorphism between G and 
(~ , +). Indeed, smoothness follows at once from the smoothness of the action epo. 
Now, fix a curve / E Ck([ao, ad, M; G· Po, G · pI) to obtain 
h(e) = 2'(1) - 2' o (<I>o)e(l) = O, 
where e E G is the identity, and 
for all g, h E G. 
2'(1) 2' o (epO)gh(l) + h(gh) 
= 2' o (epo)g(l) - h(h) + h(gh) 
2'(1) - h(g) - h(h) + h(9h) 
Because <I> is free and proper so is epo. The latter implies that 
n : Ck([ao,ad , M;G·po, G,pd -+ Ck([ao,al],M;G·po,G · PI)/G is a principal 
bundle. Thus, for any curve / E Ck ([ao, ad, M; G . Po , G . PÜ the orbit G· / is a 
closed smooth submanifold of Ck([ao , ad, M ; G · Po , G . PI) and its tangent space 
at / is TI' (G '/) = kerTl'n. 
The Pfaflian !"h being horizontal means 
dCk([ao,atl,M;G.po,G'P1)2'(11) = O 
for alI 11 E TI'(G ./). So, given 90 E G and X E TgoG let 9 :] - f , f[-+ G be a 
curve in G such that 9(0) = go and ~L=o= X . Consider 11 = L (epo)g(.nl . =o E 
T I' (G '/) , we obtain 
O Js 2' [(epo)g(.n] 1.=0 
= Js [2'(1) - h(g(s)] 1.=0 
-TgOhX. 
Whence h(G) = {O} , since Im h is a subgroup of]R. o 
Let (M,w) be a Birkhoff system and <I> : G x M -+ M a smooth, free and 
proper action of a smooth Lie group G on the configuration space M. Given a 
smooth mapping J.l : TM -+ g*, for each ao, aI E ~ , ao < aI, and eachpair of 
orbits G . Po and G . PI , we define the Pfaflian form Ü for the data (M, w , ep, J.l) on 
Ck([ao , ad , M ; G· Po, G . Pl) as 
ÜI'(11) := - 1:1 w ( (~ ~;) (t)) 11(t)dt+ 
(J.l (~;I_ ) ,Xl) - (J.l (~;I_ ) , Xo) 
t-a1 t-ao 
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for all, E Ck ([ao, aI], M; G ·Po, G ·Pl) and for all 'TJ E T'(Ck ([ao, ad, M; G ·Po, G ·Pl), 
where pX (v) = (p(v) , X), for all v E TM and for alI X E g. 
Theorem 8. Let (M,w) be a Birkhoff system and <P : G x M -+ M a smooth, free 
and proper action of a smooth Lie group G on the configuration space M. Also, 
let /-' : TM -+ g* be a given smooth mapping. Then, the following are equivalent: 
1. (M,w , <P,/-,) is a Noether G-space; 
2. For any ao, aI E ~, ao < aI and any pair of orbits G . po and G . Pl, the 
Pfaffian form n is horizontal. 
Proof. Given aO,al E ~, ao < aI and a pair of orbits G· po and G· Pl, the 
requirement of n being horizontal is that 
for all, E Ck([ao,ad,M;G· Po,G· pI) and for all 'TJ E T-y(G . ,), where Xi E 9 
such that 'TJ( ai) = xlL (t( a;)), i = o, 1. 
Claim: 'TJ E T-y(G .,) if and only if'TJ = X~ o" for some X E g. 
lndeed, given such an 'TJ E T-y(G .,) we have 
'TJ(t) = (~I.=o (<Po)exp(SX){t)) (t) 
( ~ 18=0 <Pexp(SX)/) (t) 
= ~ 1.=0 <P(exp(sX), ,(t)) 
X~{t(t)). 
Thus, the condition for horizontality is equivalent to 
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for all , E Ck([ao, aI], M; G· Po, G· pJ) and all 1] E T-y(G· ,), with 1] = xt; o,. 
Now, assume that (M,w,~,J.l) is a Noether G-space. Then, 
w(z)(X~(p)) = (Y*W)X#'M(V) = dJ.lx (i o z) 
for all z E J2(M), where p = J3(z), v = TJ(Z) and Y = i o Y is a germ of second 
order vector field such that Y (v) = z. Here we have used T1M o X#'M = xt; o 1M 
(use the fact that 1M : TM -+ M is equivariant and Proposition 4.1.28 in Abraham 
& Marsden (1978)) and the fact that w ís a Birkhoffian, so that (Y*W)X#'M(V) = 
w(z)(T1MX#'M(v)) (see Remark 1). Thus, 
w(i,)1] = w(j2,)(Xt; o,) = dJ.lx (~ ~;) = ! (J.l (~;) ,X) 
for all, E Ck([ao,al],M;G· po,G· p!) and all 1] E T..,.(G·,), where 1] = xt; o, 
and ft7i = i o p,. Thus, ídentity (43) holds for all ao, aI E lR., ao < aI, for all 
orbits G· po and G· P1, for all,E Ck([ao, aI], M; G· po, G· P1) and all 1] E T..,.(G·,) 
and n is horizontal. 
Conversely, let us assume that n is horizontal. Suppose, by contradiction, that 
there ís a second order vector field Y = i o Y, a vector X E 9 and v E TM such that 
(Y*W}vX#'M(V) -I dvJ.l X (Yv) say (Y*W)vX#'M(V) > dvJ.lx (Yv). By contínuity, there 
exísts a neíghborhood W C TM of v E W such that CY*w)"X#'M(u) > d"J.l X (Y,,), 
for all u E W. Consíder a base curve, of Y and the vector field 1] = xt; o " in 
an interval [ao , a1l such that ~([ao, aIl) C W, then 
which is a contradiction with the hypothesís of n beíng horizontal. So, J.l is a 
momentum mapping, as required. O 
Theorem 9. Let (M,w) be a Birkhoff system and ~ : G x M -+ M a smooth, 
free and proper action of a smooth Lie group G on the configuration space M. 
Also, let J.l : TM -+ g* be a smooth momentum mapping. Then, the following are 
equivalent: 
1. w is equivariant with respect to the actions ~J2 and ~T· and J.l is Ad * -
equivariant. 
2. For any ao, aI E lR., ao < aI, and any pair of orbits G . po and G . P1, the 
Pfaffian form n is ~o-invariant. 
Proof· Given ao, aI E lR., ao < aI and a pair of orbits G · po and G· Pl, the Pfaffian 
n being ~o-ínvaríant means 
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for all, E Ck([ao, aI], M; G· Po, G· Pl), for alI "I E T')'Ck([ao, aIl, M; G· Po, G . pr) 
and for all 9 E G. This is equivalent to 
-i:' w ( (~ ~;) (t)) TJ(t)dt+ 
(J.1. (~; 1_ ), XI} - (J.1. (~; 1_ ), X o} = 
t_a, t-ao 
-i:' w ( 4>:' o (~ ~;) (t)) T')'(t)4>gTJ(t)dt+ 
(J.1. (4)~ o ~;LaJ ,Ad g X 1 ) - (J.1. (4)~ o ~;LaJ ,AdgXo), (44) 
where we have used T(4)go) = (T<Pgo) (see Piccione & Tausk (2D01)) and 
(Ad g X)~ = 4>;_, (X~) (see Proposition 4.1.26 in Abraham & Marsden (1978)). 
So, assume the momentum mapping is Ad· -equivariant , then we obtain 
for i = 0,1 and for alIg E G; so that, the former condition reduces to 
r' ((T T,)) r' ( 2 (T T,) ) Jao w dt di (t) TJ(t)dt = Jao w 4>J o dt di (t) T')'(t)4>gTJ(t)dt (45) 
for alI, E Ck([ao, aI], M; G· Po, G . Pl), for alI "I E T')'Ck([ao, aI], M; G· Po, G . pt) 
and for alI 9 E G. 
Now, if w is equivariant with respect to the actions 4>J2 and 4>T· then (45) 
clearly holds. 
Conversely, let us assume that for any ao, a1 E ~, ao < aI and any pair of 
orbits G . po and G . Pl, the Pfaffian form n is cI>o-invariant. 
Then, by taking "I E T')'Ck([ao, aIl, M; G·po, G·pt) such that TJ(ai) = O, i = O, 1 
and by an argument analogous to the last part of the proof of Lemma 5 we prove 
that w is equivariant with respect to the actions 4>J and 4>T·. FinalIy, taking 
TJ(ao) = O and an arbitrary TJ(ad we obtain the Ad· -invariance. O 
Theorem 10. Let (M,wL) be a Birkhoff system for some Lagrangian function L 
and 4> : G x M -t M a smooth action of a Líe group G on the configuration space 
M. Then, the following are equivalent: 
1. L is 4>T -invariant; 
2. the Pfaffian form BL (see Example 8) and the energy EL = Z(L) - L are 
4>T -invariant; 
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3. (M,WL,<r>,J.tL) is a Noether G-space, WL is equivariant with respect to the 
actions <r>J 2 and <r>T· and J.tL is Ad * -equivariant. 
Proof. - 1. Ç} 2. That 1. =} 2. is proved in Corollary 4.2.14 in Abraham & 
Marsden (1978). Conversely, assume that (h and the energy EL = Z(L) - L 
are <r>T -invariant. We have, 
for all v E TM. Now, BL = (<r>~)*BL means 
BL(v)7] = BL(<r>~ (v))(T<r>~ 7]) 
for all v E TM, all 7] E Tv (TM) and all 9 E G. But, 
for all v E TM and all 7] E Tv (TM) (compare Remark 1), so that, 
BL(v) 7] 
BL (<r>~ (v)) (T<r>~ 7]) 
' T T (BL(<r>g (v)), T1MT <r>g 7]) 
(BL(<r>~ (v)) , T(<r>g o 1M)7]) 
' T T (BL(<r>g (v)), <r>g 1M7]) 
for all v E TM, alI 7] E Tv (TM) and all 9 E G. Now, 1M is a submersion and 
so BL(v)v = êL(<r>T v)<r>T v and L is <r>T -invariant. 
_ 1. Ç} 3. That, 1. =} 3. follows from Corollary 4.2.12 ibidem and Example 8. 
The converse, that is, 3. =} 1. follows from 22-9. 
6 Symmetry and red uction 
Birkhoff systems 
o 
of constrained 
In this sub-section, we extend the symmetry and reduction procedures for con-
strained Birkhoff systems. Because of the generality of Birkhoff systems, this 
extension turn out to be quite simple. 
Definition 24. Let (M, w, '6') be a constrained Birkhoff system and <r> : G x M ---+ M 
a smooth action of aLie group G on the configuration space M. Denote by g 
the Lie algebra of the Lie group G and by g* its dual. We say that a mapping 
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fl.«i' : TM -+ g* is a constrained momentum mapping relative to (M, w, 'if) for the 
action (fi, provided that for each X E g, 
for all second order vector fields Y = i o Y, with Y a cross section of 'if. The 
quintuple (M, w, (fi, fl.«i', 'if) will be called a constrained Noether G-space. 
Proposition 23. Let (M, w, (fi, fl., 'if) be a given constrained Noether G-space, with 
(M, w, 'i!f) a regular constrained mechanical system which satisfies the principie of 
the determinismo Assume that the action (fi is tangent to the constraint 'if, that 
ás, Av (X~ (p)) C Cv, for aU v E TM, with p = 1M: (v). Then, the constrained 
momentum mapping fl.«i' is a constant of the motion, that is, 
fl.«i' o Ft'(/ = fl.«i' 
where Ft : TM -+ TM denotes the fiow of the d'Alembert-Birkhoff vector field 
Y'(/. 
Proo/. Let Y«i' = io Y«i' be the d'Alembert-Birkhoffvector field. Then, taking into 
account that w(Y«i') E Co y- we obtain 
TJO ~ 
- # (Y';wl'(/ )XTM 
w(Y«i')X~ 
0, 
where we have used the fact that T1M:X#M = X~ o 1M: and the tangency of (fi: 
X~ o 1M: (v)).;;-l (Cv ). O 
Proposition 24. Let (M, w, 'i!f) be a constrained Birkhoff system and <I> : G x M -+ 
M a smooth action of aLie group G on the configuration space M, such that 
11' : M -+ MjG is a principal bundle with structural group G and lhe action <I> 
is tangent to the constraint 'if. Assume that the action (fIJ2 leaves invariant the 
constraint, that is, that <I>J 2 ('if) C 'if, w 1'(/ is equivariant with respect to <I>J'I«i' and 
<I>T', the constrained Birkhoff system (M, w, 'if) satisfies the principle of determin-
ism, I E g* is a regular value of fl.«i', fl.«i' is an Ad * -equivariant constrained mo-
mentum map and the isotropy subgroup of the coadjoint action G/ acts freely and 
properly on fl.;,1 (I), then, there exists a unique vector field Y~ on fl.;,l(1)jG/ which 
is lrt-related to the d'Alembert-Birkhoff vector field Y«i', that is, TlrtY'(/ = Y~ 011'/, 
where 7r1 : fl.;/(I) -+ fl.;,l(1)jGl denotes the canonical projection. 
Again , without a momentum mapping, 
Proposition 25. Let (M, w) be a regular Birkhoff system which satisfies the prin-
cipie of reciprocity and (fi : G x M -+ M a smooth action of aLie group G on 
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the configuration space M . Assume (pJ2 leaves 'C invariant and wl'€ is equiv-
ariant with respect to <I>J 2 and <I>T·, then, there exists a unique vector field Y~ 
on TM/G which is 7r-related to the d'Alembert-Birkhoff vector field Y,€, that is, 
T7rY,€ = Y$ o 7r, where 7r : TM -t TM/G denotes the canonical projection. 
The proofs are analogous to that of Proposition 16. 
Example 10. Consider a particle moving in M = ~3 with kinetic energy 
where (x , y, z) E ~3 are normal Cartesian coordinates for ~3. In Rosenberg 
(1977) it is proposed the following non-holonomic constraint (see also Bloch, Kr-
ishnaprasad, Marsden & Murray (1996) and Tavares (2001» 
i - yx = O. 
We note in passing that the associated form f3 = dz - ydx is a contact formo 
We define the constraint 'C as 
First, we note that the constraint 'C is integrable, in the sense that the foliation 
L = {LdkEllt of T(~3) defined by Lk := {(x, y, z, x, y, i) E T(~3) I i - yx = k} 
is such that, at each pair v E TlR.3, there is a unique leaf Lk containing v and 
satisfying TvLk n JJ(M) = 'Cv. 
The constrained Birkhoff system (M, w , 'C) is clearly regular (see Remark 11) . 
We consider the ~-action 
<I> : (15, (x, y, z» ~ (x, Y + 15, z). 
This action is tangent to the constraint and the momentum mapping /l-L = Py 
given by the linear momentum in the y-direction 
Py = Y 
is a constant of the motion. However, <I> does not leave the constraint invariant, 
so that we can not use Proposition 24 to reduce the dynamics. This is called an 
action of the second type in Marle (2002) . We note, however, that the constant 
/l-L is still useful and can be used to integrate the equations. Indeed, we have 
y = Yo + pyt, for ali t E ~, where y(O) = yo. The remaining equations of motion 
are 
x 
z = 
xyy 
-1 +y2 
xy 
1 + y2' 
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yielding 
x Xo + xot 
z Zo + iot 
if Py = O and 
x = 
z = 
.~ 
Xo + xov ~ + Yo [sinh- I (yo + pyt) - sinh- I (yo)] 
Py 
;y [xoJ1 + yõJ1 + (Yo + pyt)2 + Py(zo + iot) - xo(l + Y5 + tyOpy)] 
otherwise, where x(O) = xo, i:(O) = xo, z(O) = Zo and i(O) = io. 
The reaction field is 
xyy xi; 
R = --1--2dx + -1--2dz. 
+y +y 
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Let ns check if the flow of the d ' Alemhert-Birkhoff vector field leads to the con-
servation of volume. The symplectic form is ( = dx 1\ di: + dy 1\ di; + dz 1\ di, so 
that, 
dR 1\ ( 1\ ( = - 12yi; 2 dx 1\ dy 1\ dz 1\ di: 1\ di; 1\ di. 
+y 
By Remark 13, we conclude that the flow of the d'Alemhert-Birkhoff vector 
field Y,€ does not preserve the phase volume nÇ = ( 1\ ( 1\ (. 
The leaves of the ahove foliation are affine hyperplanes. Indeed, define e3 = 
l;y2 (:z - y :x ), then 
v E Ck Ç:} V - ke3 E ÇJ 
where ÇJ := ker f3 is the contact distrihution. 
Now, for k = O, N = ~ (ââ - yââ ) is a unitary vector field orthogonal to y l+y2 z x 
ÇJ. Liouville's Theorem for linear non-holonomic constraints (see Kupka & Oliva 
(2001) and Castro & Oliva (1999» states that the volume form nolco for the leaf 
Co is conserved by the d' Alembert vector field if and only if 'VN N = O, where 
no = fI 1\ f2 1\ f3 1\ dlI 1\ dl2, 
f1 = dy, f2 = dX~ and ri, i = 1,2,3 are the corresponding forms view as a 
yl+y2 
function on TM . A simple computation shows that the latter condition is fulfilled 
and we conclude that the flow of Y'€!.co preserves no !.co· 
For k -=1= O the non-holonomic constraint is affine and we may use Liouville's 
Theorem 7 for affine constraints. For that purpose we compute 
8(ke3)f3 = k8(e3)f3 = k[ie3df3 +d(ie3 f3 )] = k(ie3df3 ) = -1 ky 2dy, 
+y 
and we conclude that the flow of Y'€lc. does not preserve no!.c. for k -=1= O. 
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Example 11. In Benenti (1996) a non-linear constraint is proposed, in which the 
velocity vectors of two particles moving in a plane are required to remain parallel 
to each other at ali times. The configuration space is ]R2 x ]R2 and the constraint 
is V1 x V2 = O, where V1 and V2 denote the velocity vector of the particles. It 
is singular when both V1 and V2 are null, so we consider a slightly more general 
and regular non-linear constraint «/ defined on the open submanifold vi + v~ > O 
(vl =IViI2, i = 1,2) of T(]R2 x ]R 2) given by 
«/ := {(Xl, Y1, X2, Y2, Xl, Y1, X2, Y2, Xl, ih, X2, ih) E ]R121 
xi + yr + x~ + y~ > O & 
X1Y2 + xlii2 - X2Y1 - xÚÍ1 = O} , 
where (Xi, Vi), i = 1,2 are normal Cartesian coordinates. 
«/ is integrable with foliation .c = {.ck hEl! of T(]R 2 x ]R 2) defined by 
.ck := {(V1,V2) E T(]R2 x ]R2) I V1 X V2 = k}. 
We consider both particles with equal mass m and electrical charges q1 and 
q2, subjected to a uniform magnetic field 
The equations of motion are then 
and the constraint equation 
)..Y2 + q1Y1 b 
-)..X2 - Q1x1b 
-)..Y1 + Q2Y2 b 
)..X1 - Q2x2b, 
Now, substituting (46)-(49) into (50) we obtain 
\ - b( ) (V1,V2)l!2 /\ - Q2 - Q1 2 + 2 
vi V2 
Thus, the d'Alembert-Birkhoff vector field is 
y;Xl 
'tf :h 
Y;Yl 
'tf Yi 
y;XI 
'tf X2 
Y;Y2 
'tf Y2 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
-vx, 
I,(;' 
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for alI (Xl, y!, X2, Y2, Xl dil, X2di2) such that xi + YI + x~ + Y~ > o. 
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We remark, in passing, that Y'<f!.co coincides with the constrained vector field 
defined by Marle (see Marle (1995)). And from the homogeneity of XlY2-X2Yl = O, 
it folIows that the Liouville vector field is tangent to Co so that the kinetic energy 
T = T (xi + flI + x~ + y~) is constant along the flow of Y'<f I co' 
The SO(2)-action 
with ri = (Xi , V;), i = 1, 21eaves both the constraint and the Lagrangian invariant. 
Yet it is not tangent to the constraint and though Proposition 24 does not apply 
(this is analogous to an action of the first type defined in Marle (1995)) we can 
still use Proposition 25. However, next we integrate the system directly. 
1. Case I-b(q2 - ql) = O. 
If b = 0, the base curves of Y'<f consist of rectilinearuniform motion of each 
particle along parallel straight lines determined by the initial conditions of 
the particles. Otherwise, if b =1= ° and ql = q2 = q =1= 0, then the problem 
corresponds to that of two independent charged particles subject to the same 
uniform magnetic field. Thus, the solution is a harmonic motion around a 
pair of circles, 
Xi Xi o + Yb"/"o + -b/1 [Xi o sin(qbt/m) - ili o cos(qbt/m)] 
, q m q m ' , 
Yi Yi o - xb' /i,O + -b/1 [Xi,O cos(qbtjm) + Yi,O sin(qbt/m)] 
, q m q m 
i = 1,2 for ali t E lR., where Xi ,O = Xi(O), Yi ,O 
Yi,O = Yi(O) . 
2. Case II- b(q2 - ql) =1= O. 
Xi(O) and 
We consider first the regular versian af the original constraint in Benenti 
(1996), that is, V1 x V2 = ° and vi + v~ > O. Suppose VI = O and V2 =1= 0, 
then inspectian of the d'Alembert-Birkhoff vector field indicates that the 
solution cansists af the particle 1 fixed, while particle 2 moves around a 
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circle 
X2,O + ~ + ~/ (x2,osin(q2 bt / m ) - Y2,O COS(q2bt / m )] 
q2b/m q2b m 
Y2 Y2 0- X2/,O + ~/ [X2 OCOS(q2bt/m) + Y2,osin(q2 bt / m )] 
, q2b m q2b m ' 
where X20 = X2(V2), Y20 = Y2(V2) , X20 = X2(V2) and Y20 = Y2(V2) . The case 
of VI -:p O and V2 = O is analogous. So, assume Vi -:P O, i = 1,2 so that 
VI x V2 = O yields V2 = I\:VI, for some I\: E ]R \ {O} . We look for a solution 
with a constant 1\: . Then, À = b(q:.;:~)J<. and we look for a solution of the 
following linear system of ODE 
Xl UI 
Yl WI 
X2 = U2 
Y2 W2 
UI 
with initial conditions XI(O) = XI,O, YI(O) = YI ,O, X2(0) = X2,O , Y2(0) = Y2 ,O, 
Xl(O) = XI,O, YdO) = YI ,O, X2(0) = Úl ,O and Y2(0) = I\:YI ,O. 
Now, a unique solution for the previous system of ODE clearly exists and 
again is given by a pair of circles: particle 1 moving along, 
+ Yl ,O Xl = Xl O + 
, b(q21\:2 + ql)/m(1 + 1\:2) 
1 
b(q21\:2 + qr)/m(1 + 1\:2) 
[xl ,osin(b(q21\:2 + ql)/m(l + 1\:2)t) - Yl,O cOS(b(q21\:2 + qd/m(l + /\;2)t)] 
XIO 
Yl = Yl ,O - ' + b(q2/\;2 + qd/m(l + /\;2) 
1 
b(q21\:2 + qr}/m(1 + /\;2) 
[XI,Q COS(b(q2/\;2 + ql)/m(1 + /\;2)t) + Yl ,O sin(b(q2/\;2 + qr}/m(l + /\;2)t») 
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for all t E~, where XI,O = XI(Vr), Yl,O = YI(Vr) ; XI ,O = XI(VI) and ih 0= 
!iI (vr); and particle 2 along, , 
b(q2/\;2 + qr)/m(l + /\;2) 
[x2,osin(b(q2,,2 + qI)/m(l + ,,2)t) - Y2,ocos(b(q2K,2 + qI)/m(l + ,,2)t)] 
X2 ° Y2=Y20- ' + 
, b(q2/\;2 + qd/m(l + K,2) 
1 
b(q2/\;2 + qd/m(l + /\;2) 
[X2 ,0 cos(b( q2/\;2 + qr)/m(l + /\;2)t) + Y2,0 sin(b( q2/\;2 + qr) /m(l + /\;2)t)] 
for all t E ~, where X2,0 = X2(V2), Y2 ,0 = Y2(V2), X2 ,0 = /\;Xl ,O and Y2 ,0 = 
/\;YI,O . But, from uniqueness of the flow we conclude that this is the solution 
of the d'Alembert-Birkhoff vector field. 
Finally, for the general case of VI x v2 f. O we have v2 = /\;RevI, where 
Re E SO(2) and motivated by the previous solution, we obtain, by direct 
substitution, that the solution is again two circles: particle 1 moving around 
b(q2/\,2 + qt}/m(l + /\,2) 
[xI,osin(b(q2/\,2 + qt}/m(l + /\,2)t) - YI,O cOS(b(q2/\;2 + qr)/m(l + /\,2)t )] 
Xl ° 
YI = YI ,O - b(q2/\,2 + qt}/m(l + /\,2) + 
1 
b(q2/\;2 + qr)/m(l + /\;2) 
[Xl ,O cos(b( q2/\;2 + qr) /m(1 + /\,2)t) + YI,O sin(b( q2/\;2 + qr) /m(l + K2)t)] 
for ali t E~, where XI ,O = XI(Vr) , 
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Xl,O = Xl (vt) and il1,o = Yl (vt); and particle 2 along, 
[x2,osin(b(q21\:2 + ql)/m(l + 1\:2)t + 0)-
Y2,O cOS(b(q21\:2 + ql)/m(l + 1\:2)t + O)] 
[X2 ,ocos(b(q21\:2 + qd/m(l + 1\:2)t + 0)+ 
Y2,O sin(b(q21\:2 + qd/m(l + 1\:2)t + O)) 
for all t E IR, where 
X2 ,O = X2(V2), 
Y2 ,O = Y2(V2), 
X2 ,O = li: (Xl,O COS 0- Yl,O sin O) 
and Y2 ,O = I\: (Yl,O COS(}+Xl,O sinO). 
Hence, the flow of the d' Alembert-Birkhoff vector field has been determined. 
Example 12. Here wepresent a class of examples of the so called Caplygin or 
Principal Kinematic Case (see Bloch et aI. (1996)) to whicha reduction can be 
undertaken in such a way that the associated non-holonomic systems are reduced 
to the base manifold as an unconstrained system with a force (see also Koiller 
(1992)) . 
Let us recall the following definitions and results for semisimple Lie algebras 
(see Helgason (1978)): 
1. ALie algebra 9 is called semisimple if the Killing form 
I\:(X, Y) = tr (ad X ad Y) on 9 x 9 is non-degenerate. An analytical Lie 
group is semisimple if its Lie algebra is semisimple. 
2. Let 9 be aLie algebra. Then O E Aut(g) is an involution if (}2 = 1. 
3. If 9 is a real semisimple Lie algebra, then an involution O on 9 is called a 
Cartan Involution if the symmetric bilinear form 
I\: e (X, Y) = -I\:(X, OY) 
is positive definite , where I\: is the so called Killing form of g. 
4. Every real semisimple Lie algebra has a Cartan involution. Moreover any 
two Cartan involutions are conjugate via Int(g). 
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5. Any Cartan involution yields a Cartan Decomposition 9 = t EB p, where 
t = {X E 9 I B(X) = X}, 
P = {X E 9 I B(X) = -X}, 
where t is a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra of g. 
6. The following properties hold: 
(a) . [t, t] C t, [t, p] cp, 
(b) I\:lI(t,P) = K(t,p) = O, 
[p,p]ct, 
(c) Kle is negative definite, Klp is positive definite. 
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On a semisimple analytical Lie group G with Lie algebra g, let us consider 
the left invariant distribution defined by Ee = P and the left invariant metric 
associated with an arbitrary metric on 9 such that p and t are orthogonal, for 
instance, (X, Y)g = aKlI(X, Y), for all X, Y E g, with a > O. 
We consider the left action <1> : H x G -+ G on G of the connected Lie subgroup 
H defined by the Lie subalgebra t C g. Note that the action is free and proper (H 
is compact) so that 1r : G -+ G/H is a principal bundle. 
Then, both the metric and the distribution are invariant with respect to the 
action <1>. Indeed, this follows at once from H being aLie subgroup of G and both 
the metric and the distribution being left invariant. Moreover, because the Lie 
algebra of H is t, we also have TpM = Ep EB Tp(H . p), for alI p E G as required . 
As concrete examples, we mention the so called pseudo-rigid bodies (see Oliva 
(2002)) , whose configuration space is SL(n). Then, for B(X) = -xt, for alI 
X E 5[( n), we have H = SO( n). This class of problems are also interesting 
from the viewpoint of its dynamical characteristics. Indeed, in Castro, Kobayashi 
& Oliva (2001) it is shown that for M = SO(n, l) (which is aLie subgroup of 
SL(n + 1)) together with the above construction, provides a class of constrained 
mechanical systems whose E-geodesic flow, that is, the flow associated to the 
d'Alembert vector field, is partially hyperbolic and preserves a measure given by 
a volume on E. 
7 Future work 
As concluding remarks, we outline some possible lines for future work in the area 
of Birkhoff systems: 
Geollletrical aspects We have dealt with the in verse problem of Lagrangian 
mechanics. A natural continuation of the present work would be the study 
of the inverse problem in the more general context of the calculus of varia-
tions. AIso, the whole theory of mechanical systems with constraints that 
are not regular, in the sense that the dimension of the constraint may change 
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fram point to point, is still undone. A possible starting point would be the 
extension of the present theory to handle constraints defined by algebraic 
varieties. 
Dynamical aspects Finally, it would be interesting to study many dynamical 
praperties of Birkhoff flows. To mention just a few: non-uniform hyperbolic 
properties (Barreira, Katok & Pesin (2004», ergodic stability (Pugh & Shub 
(1997)) , viscosity solutions (Bardi & Capuzzo-Dolcetta (1997» and dynamic 
convexity (Zampieri (2003)). 
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A Proof of Lemma 4 
The first equation (17) is equivalent to the principIe ofreciprocity. For the remain-
ing equations (18) and (19), let (q , q, ij) denote a local natural coordinate system 
for J2 (M) associated to a local chart (U, q) of M and let (Ü, ij) denote another 
local chart on M such that Ü n U f 0, then 
where Af(q) := %f (q). So, 
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() -o -
AIso, Qi = ~ Qa and so, 
8Qi 
8qj 
8Qi 
8ijj 
Now, taking into account (17), the Ieft hand side oí (18) changes as 
( 8~a + 89b ) A':' Ab + 289.a (dAj A':' + dAi Ab) 8ijb 8ija s J 8ijb dt t dt J ' 
( 8qa + 89b ) Aa Ab + 289.a ~ (A':' A~) 8ijb 8ija 'J 8ijb dt S J' 
whereas the right hand side as 
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which proves that (18) can be gIobalized under the assumption that w satisfies the 
principIe ofreciprocity. The proof of (19) is analogous but we have to use (18) . 
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